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ARTHUR YOUNG IS TO JOIN
THE JACK PAYNE ORGANISA-

TION AS FEATURED NOVA -
CHORD -PLAYER, PIANIST AND
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LARRY CLINTON'S
LATEST SENSATION

THE
PRISONER'S

SONG
as Broadcast by

KEN JOHNSON and TEDDY FOSTER,
3/2 per Set, post free.

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY LTD.,
Wright House, Denmark Street, Leaden, W.C.2.

EXEMPTION OVER 28?
Leaders To Ask For Action Bg Ministru of Labour As Call -Ups

JACK PAYNE CAPTURES
ARTHUR
YOUNG

ARRANGER.
This is a major capture for Jack, and will still further enhance the versa-

tility and musicianship of the band with which he is providing such bright
and interesting programmes over the air.

As arrangements stand at present, Arthur will broadcast with Jack Payne
from next week onwards, and since he is the premier Novachord player in this
country, and one of our most outstanding and original musical personalities,
his additions to the programmes will be keenly awaited.

Since his air raid accident and departure from Hatchett's, the MELODY MAKER
has been inundated with inquiries regarding Arthur's plans, and the welcome
news that he is to be heard again regularly on the air throughout Jack Payne's
indefinite season at the B.B.C. will undoubtedly cause universal satisfaction.

Apart from his regular appearance in the various programmes, Arthur is
being heard with Jack Payne in " The Young Idea "-a special modern feature
devoted to his work-on February 3 (7.15 to 8 p.m.).

In this, he will play his new composition, Politics, as a piano -duet with Peggy
Cochrane.

In Khaki in .11r-liWree ithee

EDDIE CARROLL
IIANDLEADER EDDIE CARROLL
"is famous dance band
personality to exchange batouAlress
for battle -dress.
Re is now a member pf the "Royal

241iny Ordnance Corps, training for a
commission somewhere in Wales, and
his regimental number-10530159-also
probably represents the number of fans
who will want to wish him the best of
good luck in his new career.

HARRY ROY'S. S.O.S.

DRUM AND BASS GO
IN the midst of one of the most suc-

cessful-a - tours of his career, Harry
Roy finds himself suddenly in des-
perate circumstances owing to the
call-up affecting two members of his
band.
These are his drummer, George

Fierstone, and bass -player Al Burke,
who are expecting their papers at any
moment.

Harry, who has been broadcasting all
this week, and next week stars at the
Bristol Hippodrome.' has an extensive
tour ahead of him still, and men who
consider themselves fitted for these two
vacancies -are asked to contact him
through his London office, 1, Norris
Street, S.W.1.

Art Gregory on
Tour for ENSA
Wants Trumpets

ART GREGORY, for so many years
leading at' Murray's Club, Beak

- Street, W.1, is now out on an exten-
sive E.N.S.A. tour of Garrison
Theatres, and has left his pianist, Art
Thompson, in  charge at Murray's
during his absence, .

Art, who is one of. . the pioneers of
E.N.S.A. troop entertainment, is lead-
ing a nine -piece. band with Jim. Nolan.
comedian; Diane - Boyd -Jamieson, fea-
tured dancer; and. Daphne Adearie, Lyn
Bari and Cyril Daniels vocalising.

Playing this week -at York, he finds
himself in urgent need of two good
.trumpet players, owing to the call-up,
and invites applicants to contact him
through the MELODY MAKER.

SID PHILLIPS
rrHE R.A.F. received a distinguished
'IL musical recruit this week in Sid

Phillips. - He reported on Monday,:
wheik he iii4t,tiuly -attested, oteived
fills.ktille, %ft:and- plate; and a'clay's
pay.
It is probable, however, that his

duties will be concerned wholly with
the musical side of the R.A.F., and the
MELODY MAKER understands that Wing -
Commander O'Donnell will utilise his
services as an arranger for the Central
Band, now engaged on concerts all over
the country.

He will be the second member of the
family to join the Forces, for his
younger brother Wolfe is first trom-
bonist in the R.A.M.C. Band, and has
already done a good deal of arranging.

Wolfe Phillips forinerly played with
Ambrose and Jack Hylton, and a
Rhapsody which he composed specially
for the R.A.M.C. Band has been a
special feature of its concerts at
various depots all over the country.

For the benefit of those students of
arranging who have been following Sid
Phillips's hints on this complex sub-
ject, we are glad to be able to say that
these will be continued in the next
issue.

LESLIE MCDONNELL
-"ESLIE A. MACDONNELL, famous

chief of M.P.M. Entertainments
Corporation, Ltd., is mitt a Pilot -
Officer in the R.A.F.
He left London recently in order lo

undergo three weeks' training, but 'Ts
expected to return at the completion of
his course.

*Arrangements have been made
whereby he will continue to represent
his clients, among whom can be num-
bered such stars of international
repute as Artie Shaw, Fats Waller,
Gerald°, Jimmy Dorsey, .. Carroll
Gibbons, Glenn Miller, Oscar Rabin,
Louis Armstrong, Joe Loss, etc.

GUITAR WANTED !
DUE to broadcast all next week,

Billy Cottoa finds himself, at
the last moment, stuck for a guitarist.

Any available frettist whose experi-
ence and ability are up to the high
standard associated with the Cotton
band should wire or 'phone the
" M.M." immediately.

Decimate Profession
SERIOUSLY CONCERNED AT THE RAPID DEPLETION OF TALENT
IN THE MUSICAL PROFESSION DUE TO THE EVER-INCREASING
INTAKE OF MEN INTO THE ARMED FORCES, THE DANCE BAND

DIRECTORS' ASSOCIATION IS TO TAKE ACTION AT A MEETING
ON SUNDAY (26th).
The meeting will discuss a resolu-

tion asking for exemption for all
musicians over the age of 28, and a
deputation is to be sent to the
Ministry of Labour urging this
measure.

The MELODY MAKER has discussed
this subject with leading members of
the profession, and the consensus of
opinion appears to divide itself into
three, schools of thought, all of which
will be represented at the meeting.

On the one hand, all leaders are
agreed that the dearth of good men is
reaching most alarming proportions.

NO MORE BANDS
This might be uncomplainingly

accepted as an inevitable result of the
war were it not for the fact that the
Minister of Labour and other respon-
sible officials are so forcibly stressing
the importance of entertainment 'as a

eans .of ')Seeping, up ciy444an and Ser-

lurthe re..-the-benefiCial effect of
t Is form of relaxation upon factory
workers engaged in maximum output
for long hours each day has been
abundantly proved.

" How can we provide entertainment,"
asked a well-known bandleader, "when
every dap sees another of our boys
going, with no one left of a suitable
standard to take his place?.

",..tf all musicians up to thirty-six are
called up, there won't be any dance
bands left! "

The opposing school of thought feels

that the suggested resolution is too
wide in its scope.

The exemption age, it claims,
should be at least thirty, and should
then be confined only to " corner
men (section -leaders, multi -instru-
mentalists, musician -comedians, etc.).
whose departure would entail an
irreplaceable loss to the entertain-
ment value of a band.

KEY -MEN DEFERMENTS

The MELODY MAKER is able to reveal
that, in cases of certain such key -men,
official representations by the interested
bandleaders have already resulted fn
deferments of service, and these prece-
dents might well point the way towards
an alleviation of the problems with
-which the profession is faced.

The third school of thought says
quite bluntly that there's a war on, and
that the troutiles of bandleaders and
dance badds generally are- entirely un-
important compared with the job of
winning the war.

CONSCRIPTED LABOUR

It is unfortunate that the Dance
Band Directors' Asociation should have
chosen this week in particular to press
its point, since it coincides with Mr.
Ernest Bevin's statement of his inten-
tion to widen the extent of the call-ups,
and to conscript all non-productive
man -power for war work.

SWEEPING THE COUNTRY

THE

ARTIE
SHAW'S
SENSATION

MARIA
MY OWN

3/2
PER SET, POST FREE

UR

THE SWING HIT

THE
PRISONER'S

SONG
(LARRY
CLINTON)

3/2
PER SET

(P.F.)

AM I FOR YOU
LOVELY OLD LADY

RIDING ON A RAINBOW
LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY LTD.

WRIGHT HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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U.S. ASCAP WAR MAY CURTAIL
DANCE AIR SESSIONS
Latest News from New York

THE fight between_ ASCAP and BMI has now reached a crucialstage. At the time of writing, all the outside dance band
broadcasts on the four big radio networks have just been con-verted to a 100 per cent. non-ASCAP diet, and the results axe pitiful.John Kirby's broadcast on Sunday

consisted of items by Brahms. Chopin,
Schubert and Liszt. Every bandleader
on the air has been dreaming of Jeanie
with the Light Brown Hair because she
is in the public domain.

The few so-called popular tunes that
do creep into the programmes are either
these that BMI has already done to
death, such as Practice Makes Perfect 6 -FIGURE GLENN
and There I Go, or else tunes that
don't mean a thing.

A natural result of all this is that the
public will soon lose interest in dance
band broadcasts, and there is already
talk of cancelling many of the late -
night programmes. That ASCAP music
is utterly indispensable has already been
painfully proved, but no signs of media-
tion have arisen to suggest that the
problem will be solved for some weeks
yet.

FEVERISH WAXING
In the meantime ASCAP continues to

admit new members; bandleaders
Jimmy Dorsey and Benny Meroff have
just been added to V year's additions,
which already included Benny Carter,
Ella Fitzgerald and Edgar Sampson.

At least 140 new writers have been
accepted during the past year, the
record number being a direct outcome
of the threat of BMI's competition.

Activities in the record studios are as
feverish as ever, with many sessions of
special interest to the hot fans. Jaok
Teagarden, who is expected to sign up
with Columbia again shortly, filled in
the interim by making an all-star date
for Steve Smith's IIRS label, with Rex
Stewart, Barney Bigard, Ben Webster,
Billy Kyle. Brick Fleagle, Dave Tough,
and Billy Taylor.

Hot Lips Page, who has never earned
sufficient recognition as an outstanding
blues man. was featured in an unusual
date for Bluebird, featuring himself on
vocals, trumpet and mellophone, accom-
panied only by electric guitar (Teddy
Bunn) and bass (Bass Hill, who
returned recently from Europe).

Titles made were Thirsty Mama
Blues, Evil Man's Blues, just Another
Woman, My Fightin' Gal, and an

Tab Smith has again rejoined the
bind on fifth sax, his place in Lucky
Millinder's bunch being taken by Ben
Smith. Titles waxed by Basie included
an original Buster Harding Blues,
Walkin' The Blues, and a satirical song
featuring Jimmy Rushing titled It's
The Same Old South. Basic is still not
working regularly, and plans are
uncertain.

Jimmie' Lunceford is set to make his
first session for Decca this week since
his return to the company which
originally made him a big name on
records. Jan Savitt has left Decca, and
starts cutting 'em for Bluebird in a few
weeks.

Glenn Miller is reported to be getting
a fabulous six -figure sum for the ser-
vices of his band in a forthcoming
Sonja Henie musical picture. Miller
leaves New York's Pennsylvania Hotel
on January 19 and one -nights his way
out to the coast, where the movie will be
made during March and early April by
the 20th Century -Fox Co.

Joe Sullivan's little bunch at the
Door has acquired two new

men in Albert " Nick " Nicholas
net) and Manzie Johnsbh (

(
).

The other members are Claude Jones,
Hayes Alvis, Joe Thomas (trumpet), and
Sullivan.

Art Hodes' Band, which is playing at
one of the Childs' restaurants-the
equivalent of a Lyons' Corner House-
now has George Brunies (trombone),
Tommy Gonsoulin (trumpet, formerly
with Krupa and Shaw), Rod Cless
(clarinet, ex-Spanier), Rollo Laylan
(drums, ex-Berigan), and Hodes at the
piano. They have not yet recorded, but
Hodes cut several sides with a largely

THE WALTZ BEAUTIFUL

SAY THAT YOU CARE
FOR ME

THE LATEST AMERICAN SUCCESS

YOU SET MY HE
TO MUSIC

THE NOVELTY OF THE YEAR

HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT
TA-HU-WA-HU-WAI

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT BY SPUD MURPHY

DANCE SETS OF THE ABOVE THREE NUMBERS 3/- POST FREE
KEITH PROWSE & Co. Ltd., 42-43, Poland Street, LONDON, LI

instrumental by Lips called Do It If
You Wanna.

Count Basie returned to the studios
for another OKeh date. Lester Young
failed to show un, and a hurried sub-
stitution was made in the person of
Paul Bascombe, from Erskine Hawkins'
Band.

similar group for the new Signature
label.

There's another Ellington band on
the horizon-but it's a very different
proposition this time, and nothing
to do with the family that produced
Duke or Mercer.
Miss Judy Ellington, former vocalist

with Charlie Barnet, who had lately
been doing a solo act in a 52nd Street
spot, has decided to front an all -girl
band. Oral Johnson, who was in
charge of Rita Rio's similar aggrega-
tion, will help Judy in the difficult task
of getting this combination together.

Bon Bon and Eddie Durham, former
vocalist and arranger with Jan Savitt
r-spectively, are currently in Washing-
ton trying out their idea of teaming up
together. with the popular singer as
front man for Durham's band.

Johnny Owens, former Charke
Barnet and Raymond Scott horn man,
has moved into Woody Herman's trum-
pet section in place of -Bob Price. The
band has just reopened at the New
Yorker Hotel.

Joe Bishop, fluegeihorn and arranger
for Woody, who was taken seriously ill
a few months ago, is reported improv-
ing, but is still in hospital and will not
be able to play again for possibly a
year.

Ivie Anderson, in town this week with
Duke's band at the Apollo, reports
having just received a letter from Louis
Bacon, still in Amsterdam with Willie
Lewis at the time of writing. The band
was working three days a week, and
Willie was hoping to arrange passage
for a possible job in Lisbon.

Many of the American musicians
who returned here last year are having
untold difficulties in getting back into
the music game. Leon Abbey, once a
big name throughout Europe and
India, has had but two weeks' work
in the past year. Fletcher Allen, one-
time tenor star and arranger with
Louis Armstrong's band in London,
was last beard of as a labourer work-
ing on the docks, right here in New
York.
Hazel Scott waxed her album of

" jumping classics" for Decta last
week, bringing her remarkable tech-
nique to bear on de Falla's Fire Dance,
Rachmaninoff's Prelude in C Sharp
Minor, Percy Grainger's In a Country
Garden, Liszt's Second Rhapsody, the
Chopin Minuet Waltz, and a Bath A
Minor Invention. Drummer J. C.
Heard, from Coleman Hawkins' jam
band, accompanied.

BETWEEN TWO FIRES
There's no " damping down " of the
rhythm when these A.F.S. men seek

relaxation between blitzes. A bit of
jazz is the sort of " hot stuff " they like

TRUMPET
TIPS No. 24

IF you have been following these
notes since they started, and prac-

tised regularly as you ought, it's high
time your trumpet had a clean -out.
Here's how:
Get a large jugful of warm (not hcli)

water. Mix a bit of ordinary washing
soda with it (half a dozen crystals).
Remove the mouthpiece and stop up
the mouthpiece tube with the fore-
finger. Up -end the trumpet and pour
some of the warm water into' the bell.

Shake the trumpet about so that the
water is agitated inside it.

Rem6ve the finger from the mouth-
piece tube and let the water drain out..

Repeat the above several times. Rinse
with sodaless warm water.

OUTSIDE, TOO
Then take out each of the valves and

clean them (not forgetting the holes)
with a soft, clean cloth. Oil with valve
oil (do not spit on them to lubricate
them-it's a dirty habit and not half
so effective as proper oil) and replace.
Clean out the caps (not forgetting the
small holes in them) at the bottom of
the valve casings.

Take out all the slides, clean them
separately, lubricate with a spot of
vaseline and replace.

Treat the mouthpiece with warm
water and clean out inside the throat
with a pipe cleaner.

If you want to clean the outside of
the trumpet there is no reason why you
shouldn't. But DON'T use a fierce
metal polish, as this only wears away
the brass or plating and makes the
hands black. Use jeweller's rouge, plate
powder or one of those prepared silver -
cleaning cloths.

And if anyone tells you you
shouldn't clean out the inside of a
trumpet but should get a " lining"
on it-tell him that idea went out
with the Ark.

BASS TOPS:
Bass -students are here given represen-
tative discs of a dozen of the most

famous bassists
4, Pops Foster-" Muggin' Lightly " Parlo. R9341
^ Israel Crosby-" Blues of Israel " Panto. 82224

Wellman Brand-- Double Check Stomp" R.M.V. 6277
John Kirby-" Apologies" H.M.V. RS403
Arthur Bernstein-" In a Mist " Bruns. 01686
Artie Shapiro-" Life Spears A Jitterbug " CMS. 507
Joe Blanton-" Jack The Bear" H.M.V. B9042
Al Morgan-" Bugle Call Rag " Bruns. 01590
Moses Allen-" Blue Heaven " Bruns. 02244
Walter Page-" Pagin' The Devil" CMS. 512
Stanley Dennis-" Wild Goose Chase" Bruns. 01560

Deem F6083
411

Bob Haggart--" Pagan Love Song "
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FRANCIS & DAY'S NEW & STANDARD MATERIAL
MODERN PIANO SOLOS

DEEP PURPLE - - - De Rose
STARLIT HOUR - - De Rose
AMERICAN WALTZ - - De Rose
BEVERLY HILLS - Vernon Duke

IDNIGHT LULLABY- Vernon Duke
EC-STACY - - Jess Stacy
THE SELL OUT - - Jess Stacy
HAYDN TAKES TO RIDIN' Templeton

Pastaga 1),(1. extra.
4 4

3 -
3-
3-
3-
26
2,1
2/6
2/6

BOB ZURKE PIANO SOLOS
OOE TO AN ALLIGATOR - MILK & HONEY
HERE & THERE - LACE EMBROIDERY
HANGOVER SQUARE - EYE OPENER
HOBSON ST. BLUES - SUGARED CANDY

SOUTHERN EXPOSURE
ONE O'CLOCK JUMP - DOG TOWN BLUES
SOUTH RAMPART ST. PARADE - PANAMA
LITTLE ROCK GETAWAY - NIGHTCAP
IN A MINOR MOOD JUST STROLLIN'

AT THE JAZZ BAND BALL
Price 2 6 each. Postage 1A. extra.

50 SWING PHRASES
TRUMPET - - Bunny Berigan 3 '9
SAXOPHONE - - Bud Freeman 3/9

Pa!,tage 1 extra.
imilwa.11..111...... umaanama 1..14.11.1114.

Feist Folio of Popular Standard Songs
containing

MY BLUE HEAVEN - - GOOFUS
PARADISE - - LINGER AWHILE
IN A LITTLE SPANISH TOWN Etc., Etc.

Arraned for
GUITAR --SAXOPHONES, with PIANO ACC'PT.

Price 3,' each. Postage 3d. extra

Ey SAXOPHONE SOLOS
SAX-O-TRIX - SAXOPHONE FANTASIE
ROMANCE - VALSE YVONNE SAXEMA
BOUNCING BALL BEEBE HOLIDAY

DANS L'ORI ENT - SAXARELLA
OODLES OF NOODLES - BITTER SWEETS

Price 3 9 each. Postage 1',d. extra.

SAXOPHOBIA - VA LSE H LDA
P. ice 5/- each. Postage extra.

.1114 44 .19.11191144.19.410.1114.1144.441,14.

EDDIE LANG Guitar Solos
Handful of Riffs - Deep Minor Rhythm
Pickin' My Way - Perfect - Rainbow's End
Eddie's Twister - Sunshine - Feelin' My Way

Price 3 9 each. Postage 1,';& extra.
401490111149.99/41.4.9194139144. ... 3 ..

VENUTI VIOLIN SOLOS
Runnin' Ragged - Tea Time -- Wild Dog
Satan's Holiday - Red Velvet - Wild Cat

Price 3/9 each. Postage ,e xtra
.1 . 111191004.4/191

ALL STAR SERIES of
MODERN RHYTHM Choruses

SEPARATELY ARRANGED FOR ALL INSYROMEAITS BY
Charlie Barnet 'Bb Bobby Hackett Poe Woe iFlossell
Glenn Miller Tee Beneke Buster Bailey
Bunny Berman Milton !Ming Woody Herman
Ziggy Elman Bill Butterfield Milt. Werth
John Kirby Irving Fazoda Jae Yenutu
Bob Haggart Jack Teagarden Carmen Mantras
Eddie Millar Bud Freeman Harry Shavers
Chu Barry Coleman Hankins Harry lances
Toots Mondello Spud Murphy

Price 2 6 each Book. Postage 1;d, extra.

IMPROVE YOUR DANCING
Easy Outline of Ballroom and Solo Dancing

157 Illustrations by the World's
Outstanding Dancers

Price 2 -. Postage 2d. extra

AMERICAN ORCHESTRATIONS
ROBBINS RHYTHM SERIES

ANCHORS AWAY arr. Skinner
HOLIDAY arr. Savino
MAYOR OF ALABAM arr. Starr
BOUNCING BALL arr. Case
JANGLED NERVES arr. Murphy
BIRD OF PARADISE arr. Murphy
CHANT OF THE JUNGLE arr. Murphy
HOW AM I TO KNOW ? arr. Murphy
RHAPSODY JUN. arr. Murphy
PAGAN LOVE SONG arr. Murphy
SINGIN' IN THE RAIN arr. Murphy

JOHN KIRBY SERIES
DAWN ON THE DESERT arr. Murphy

BUNNY BERMAN SERIES
DAVENPORT BLUES arr. Murphy
WEARING Of the GREEN arr, Murphy

Price 3 9
411 111144

GLEN MILLER SERIES
GLEN ISLAND SPECIAL arr. Hudson
SOLD AMERICAN arr. Miller

TEDDY WILSON SERIES
BOOLY-YA-YA arr. Murphy
JUMPING FOR JOY arr. Hudson

LARRY CLINTON SERIES
ABBA DABBA arr. Clinton
MR. JINX arr. Clinton
IN A MIST arr. Clinton
NIGHT SHADES arr. Clinton
STRICTLY FOR PERSIANS arr. Clinton
TEMPTATION arr. Clinton
VARIETY IS THE SPICE arr. Clinton
per Set

MODERN AMERICAN
MUSIC FOR ORCHESTRA
ON THE TRAIL Ferde Grote
MANHATTAN SERENADE Louis Alter
MANHATTAN MOONLIGHT

Louis Alter
IMETROPOLITAN NOCTURNE

Louis Alter
DIEEP PURPLE - Peter De Rose
STREET SCENE - Alfred Newman
VALSE MODERNE Ben Oakland
PARK AVENUE FANTASY Mal. -Sig.
MIDNIGHT REFLECTIONS Mal. -Sig.
CAPRICE FUTURISTIC Mal. -Sig.

Full Orchestra, Each 15 -
Small Orchestra, Each 12

3.1191/1.

RUBY WIEDOEFTS
SERIES

FOR lEb SAX. WITH ORCHESTRAL
ACCMPT.

RUBENOLA - Novelty Fox -Trot
SAX-O-PHUN - Novelty Fox -Trot
SAXOPHOBIA - Novelty Fox -Trot
VALSE ERICA - - - Waltz
VALSE VANITE - - Waltz
SAXARELLA - Novelty Fox -Trot
SAXEMA - Novelty Fox -Trot
VALSE LLEWELLYN - - Waltz
BITTER SWEETS Novelty Fox -Trot

Price 5' per Set
Postage 3d. extra

HIT REVIVAL SERIES
ALWAYS arr, Clinton
BILGE SKIES arr. Jenkins
HOW DEEP is the OCEAN arr. Haymes
HOW MANY TIMES arr. Haymes
MARIE arr. Jenkins
MISS ANNABELLE LEE arr. Clinton
REMEMBER arr. Clinton
I NEVER KNEW arr. Mundy
WHAT'LL I DO arr. K resa
IRAMONA arr. Mason
THAT NAUGHTY WALTZ arr. Levy
ALICE BLUE GOWN arr. Skinner
BEALE ST. BLUES arr. Dale
IDARDANELLA arr. Mason
SWEET GEORGIA BROWN arr. Dale
FIVE FOOT TWO arr. Dale
OH BY JINGO arr. Clinton
MI LITTLE GIRL arr. Clinton

Price 319 per Set.

YOU MADE ME LOVE YOUarr. Clinton
RUNNIN' WILD arr. Murphy
SLEEPY TIME GAL arr. Murphy
DARKTOWN STRUTTERSarr. Murphy
CHINA BOY arr. Murphy
CLARINET MARMALADE arr. Murphy
HOT LIPS arr. Murphy '

I'll See You in My Dreams arr. Murphy
I'M a DING DONG DADDY arr. Murphy
In a Little Spanish Town arr. Mason
LINGER AWHILE arr. Skinner
SUNDAY arr. Murphy
WABASH BLUES arr. Murphy
WANG WANG BLUES arr. Murphy
MY BLUE HEAVEN arr. Murphy
SAM THE ACC. MAN arr. Dale
RAGGIN' THE SCALE arr. Dale
BALLIN' THE JACK arr. Nichols

Postage 3d. extra

....NMI. IN. II I 1 IN I MY 19 1

ACCORDION SOLOS
Arr. by CHARLES MAGNANTE

GAYETY - -
INVITATION TO THE DANCE
ROYAL BLUE
TWO GUITARS -
MANHATTAN EERENADE --

Arr. by GALLA-RINI
DEEP PURPLE -- -
DARKTOWN STRUTTERS
TI -PI -TIN - - -
WABASH BLUES - -
MARDI GRAS - -

Pastage 1',d. extra.

3'-
2/6
3/-
2/6
3/-

3/-
2/6
2/6
2/6
3,/-

134111111 I 111.1911.111.11114.11:1011.111 I

SWING RHYTHMS
for ACCORDION - Galla-Rini

TROMBONE - Jack Lacey
SAXOPHONE - Jay Arnold

Price 5/- each. Postage 2A. extra,

ROBBINS TRUMPET FOLIO No. 1

ROBBINS SAXOPHONE FOLIO No,. 22
ROBBINS ACCORDION FOLIO No.

containing
DEEP PURPLE STAIRWAY TO THE STARS

I LOVE TO WHISTLE - MY OWN
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING
LITTLE SKIPPER, Etc., Etc.
Price 2 6. Postage 2t1. extra

A NEW METHOD FOR
DRUM CORPS WITH BUGLE

By A. JACK THOMAS,
Former Bandmaster U.S. Army

Price 3 9. Postage 3d. extra

& Dfs ORCHESTRAL CLUB
FIRST PARCEL

CONTAINS

SIERRA SUE
THE BREEZE AND I :: AUTUMN SERENADE

I'M NOBODY'S BABY

OUR LOVE AFFAIR I
DOWN BY THE 0-H1-0

IF TEARS COULD
(WALTZ)

BRING YOU BACH

CALL OF THE CANYON :: LOVE LIES
I CAN'T LOVE YOU ANY MORE

MOON FOR SALE
YOU 30 ORCHESTRATIONS FOR 18/.GET

FRANCIS, DAY 6:. HUNTER, LTD.
138/40 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

Phone No.: Temple Bar 9351.
Please enrol me 33 a subscriber to your Orchestral Journal for which I enclose E : e; d.
The arrangement I require is DANCE BAND COMBINATION (S.O.) 181, MICH.-PIANO and
ACCORDION GUIDE 61, TRIO (P.C. andany other two parts, 12/, Mark with X combination required.,

Name of Subscriber

Address

M.M. z5hlat
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" Pro. Price " S.O. & P.C.
Alexander's Ragtime Band 3/ -
Annie Laurie ..

Coming Thru Rye ... }4/6
(arr. Phillips)

Avrlen ... 3' -
Basin St. Blues ... 3; -
Birth of the Blues ... 3/ -
Blue Danube Swing ... 3/ -
Blue Skies ... 3/9
Body and Soul ..

Bugle Call Rag ... ... 3/-
Business in " F " ... 3/ -
Bye Bye Blues ... ... 3/ -
Canadian Capers ... 3/ -
Chinatown
Comin'On (Arr.ArlieShaw) 3 /-
Cover Waterfront (Arr.

Arlie Shaw) ... 3 /-
Dark Eyes (arr. Dersey) ... 3 '9
Darktown Strutters ... 3 9
Deep Hollow ... ... 2 6
Dinah ... ... 3 -

Easy Come (Arr. Phillips) 3 -
16th & 19th Chesnut St. 2 11
Farewell Blues ... 3 -
Georgia on My Mind ... 3 -
Goodbye Blues ... ... 2 -

Harlem (arr. Carrell) ... 3 -

Huckleberry Duck ... 3 -
I Can't Give Anything ... 3 -
Indian Love Call (Arr.Shaw) 3 -
It Don't Mean a Thing ... 3 -
Japanese Sandman ... 3 --

Just One More Chance ... 3 -

Lady Be Good ... ... 3 -
Lady of Spain ... ... 3 , -
Limehouse Blues... 3j -
Maria My Own (arr. Art

Shaw ... ... 3 F.
Margie) ... .. ... 3 /-
Marie (Fox-trot) ... 3/9
Melody in"F"(arr.Dorsey) 3 /9
Midnite in Harlem ... 3/ -
Millstream (Arr. Phillips) .3/ -
Mood Indigo . ... 3 /-
Night and Day ... ... 3 /-
Night Ride
Nobody's Sweetheart ... 3 -
Orient Express ... ... 2 6
Peskin' with Penguins ... 3/ -
Phil the Fluter's Ball ... 3 /-
Reckin' in Rhythm ... 3 /-
Please (arr. Murphy) ... 3 -

Samum . ... 4 -

Sentimental Over You ... ,-
Shade of the Old Apple Tree 31 -
Somebody Stole My Gal ... 3 /-
Some of These Days 3 /-
9c(ig of India (Arr. Dorsey) 4/ -

SURFEIT of SERIES
MY first visit to America was in

the autumn of 1929, and I am
sure you will not be surprised

to hear that my luggage was the
heavier by some three hundred jazz
records when I returned than it was
when I first stepped on board the
Ile de France at Plymouth.

Prized possessions they were.
Brunswick and Parlophone had both

commenced to issue records of good jazz
over here, but the releases were few
and far between-not much more than
a drop in the ocean compared with
what could 6e obtained in New York, to
mention the one city -in the States
which I had time -to visit.

THE FIRST DISCS

At first the novelty of being the sole
possessor in England of such treasures
was an end in itself.

But it wasn't long before I began to
realise that, if I wanted any more, the
only way to obtain them would be to get
a demand created here so that the new
Ameritan releases would regularly
come on to the British market.

How to set about it?
Many of the best records I had

brought back were Okeh's, for which, I
remembered, the British concession-
naires were our English Parlophone
Company.

So along, there I went.
I was lucky.

found the presiding deity to be a
charming go-ahead man named Hugh
Francis. Moreover, he had as one of
his chief henchmen one John J.
Saunders, a personage whose knowledge
of the business side of the record
industry was-and, incidentally, still is :

EDGAR JACKSON -%,%w~
tells of a successful record
publicity scheme that has
become one colossal bore !

he is to -day joint record sales manager
for E.M.I.-second to none in the whole
of this country.

I had little difficulty in convincing
these gentlemen that jazz-that is to
say, good jazz-would sooner or later
become one of the mainstays of the
recording companies here.

As a result, it was arranged that
Parlophone should immediately start
issuing records of good jazz in a big
way (incidentally, they would be the
first to undertake such a venture), and
I was to be responsible for selecting the
titles and writing informative (I
hoped!) leaflets and supplement matter
on the performances.

LOUIS FOR DUKE
Now, the public may be slow 'in appre-

ciating good jazz to -day, but in those
days it wasn't slow. It was stationary.
It didn't even know such music existed.
Good jazz on the radio was non-
existent, and such records of it as had
been sold had found their way only into
the possession of a tiny handful of fans.

And even this tiny minority of en-
thusiasts wasn't always so hot at
recognising what was what.

Teddy Somerfield, whose father was

BROWS
47, GERRARD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

(Just behind Shaftesbury Theatre)
THE ORIGINAL ORCHESTRAL SERVICE EVERYTHING FOR THE DANCE BAND
" HOT " & HIT REVIVAL ORCHESTRATIONS: TUNES OF THE MOMENT

" Pre. Price " S.O. & P.C. " Pro. Price - S.O. & P.C.
Stardust ... ... ... 3/- Our Love Affair ..

St. Louis Blues . . ... 3/- Moon For Sale
2 6

Stomping at the Savoy ... 3 /9 I Wouldn't Take a Million ,

Sunny Side of Street ... 3/- Darn That Dream I
2 '6

Swanee River ... ... My Romance . ... , 2y6
Tavern in Town ... ...}2 /6 Blue Bird of Happiness ..

Arr. Phillips) 0 -Hi -0 ... . . ... 12 is
Sweet Sue In Black -Out Last Night... f
Table D'Hote (Arr. Arlie Only Forever . ...

Shaw) ... ... 3/- Ain't It a Shame About 2 /6

Tea for Two ... 3'- Mame .. ...
Temptation Rag . .

Oh What Wonderful Night 1 2/6
That's a Plenty .

Oh Buddy I'm in Love . . f

Tiger Rag (new arr.) You're Breaking My Heart I 2 6
Toy Trumpet . ... 2 6 Sweetheart of the Fleet ... r

Twelfth St. Rag .
Goodnight Again ... 2 6

When Day is Done Good Morning Sgt. -Maio:
Whispering . ... 3 If I Only Had Wings/F.7.)) 2 6
Woodchopper's Ball ... 2 11 Cheerio (6 8) (

Wrappin' It Up 3 - Pennsylvania 6 5000 . 3

STANDARD SUCCESSES Rumpelstiltskin . . . 2 -

DANCE BAND Badge From Your Coat ... 2: -
ARRANGEMENTS Theatreland (March) ,. 2/6

Alice Blue Gown Waltz ... 3 9 If You Hadn't Ask Me (W) 2/6
Barn Dance ... 2 - Joy in Heart Coming Home !/-
Beer Barrel Polka ... 3 - Prisoner's Song /A.Clintoo) 3/ -
Berlin Waltz Melody ... 3 - Ridin' High 1 2;6
Bitter Sweet Waltz ... 2(6 Best Things Life Free ...

212 Dancing on a Dime ... I 2 ,6
24 I Hear Music ... ... I ,

2/- That's For Me ... ... 12/6
2/6 Rhythm of the River ...
3/- Follow Your Shadow ... 1
3'- Strike Up The Band ... i " '
2 6
2 6

III Might Come toYOU (W) 2 il
Confidence (W) '

Ferry Boat Serenade ...}
Maybe

Blaze Away (6
Blue Danube Waltz ...
Boston Two -Step .

Destiny Waltz 'new arr.)...
Early Twenties Fox -Trot.
Gay 90's Waltz Medley...
I Love the Moon Waltz ...
In Town To -Night ...
Lancers ... ..
Love's Dream Waltz ...
Love Will Find a Way Wz.
Marina .

Melody in "F" Waltz ...
Merry Widow Waltz ...
Missouri Waltz ...
Modern Waltz Medley ...
Musical Comedy Favourites
My Hero Waltz . .

Palais Glide ... 2 and
Paul Jones
See Me Dance the Polka
Skater's Waltz ...
Speak to Me of Love ...
St. Bernard's Waltz
Student Prince Waltz ...
Strauss Waltz Medley ...
Time to Say Good -Night...
Tristesse ...  ..
Veleta (Inspiration) ...
Veleta (Original)
Vienna City of Dreams ...

2 /-
1/6
2 /-
1 /6
2)6
2 /6
3 /-
2)6
3 /-
3 '-
3'-
3
2 3
1 6
1 6
2 6
3
1 6
2 -

2 -

2 -

1 6

IAI RITE AT ONCE for our Complete Catalogue for the
ceoson of ALL PUBLISHERS' ORCHESTRATIONS --
COMMERCIALS-HOTS-- STANDARDS --DINNER
MUSIC. etc., also INSTRUMENTS. ACCESSORIES.
MUSIC DESKS and all DANCE BAND EQUIPMENT
Numbers listed above are some of the most popular
items and represent only a small portion of our Catalogue.

SEYMOUR BURNS' most modern Piano -Accordion method will defin
tely teach you everything you want to know about the instrument

5 7 POST FREE.
All Publishers' Orchestrations Supplied DIRECT FROM STOCK. All post orders despatched by return.

Usual professional Rate charged. Orders ter 5 /- er ever C.O.D. it required.
GERrard 3985 Dec. No's. 237 & 432

This lost of Orchestrations is advertised in " The Melody Maker" on the last Saturday of
each month. New issues will be automatically added with each advertisement.

Swiss Bellringer 2 ke
He's My Uncle ... 2 /6
Never Make Same Mistake 2/ -
Say That You Care (W) ... 2/ -
I'm Nobody's Baby ... I
Sierra Sue J "'-
All Things You Are ... 1 2/6
Lover Come Back To Me...
Lovely Lady (W)... ...1
Does Heart Belong (W)
Trade Winds ... ...1

`14'My Kind of Music ...1
Can't Get Indiana Out

Mind .- . E/S
Every Day One Day Nearer
Blackbird Says Good-bye
I'll Always Love 1 ou (W)1 4,6

Blueberry Hill
Nearness of You ...

2 6

Never Took a Lesson .. 2 -

Southern Fried ... 3 6
My Greatest Mistake ...
Once in a Lovetime
Over the Waves (Swing)... 3 -
Rhumboogie ... 2 /11
There'll Come An'er Day) 2/6
Every Sunday Evening... f
Love Stay in My Heart (W) 2,a2nd Medley Popular Wu.
Sleepy Lagoon (W)
1st Medley Popular Wu. 2/6

In the Mood .. ... 2/11
Tuxedo Junction ... 3 /-

an influential official in the old Parlo-
phone concern just before Columbia
took it over and put Mr. Francis in to
manage it, may claim eternal credit for
having been enterprising enough to
issue, as early as 1927, some of the
Okeh masterpieces of jazz which had
commenced to come over.

But when I remind you that he was
able to get away with such a stunt as
issuing an Ellington record under the
name of Louis Armstrong's Original
Washboard Beaters (presumably be-
cause Armstrong's name was beginning
to mean a little . to the fans, while
Ellington had hardly been heard of),
you can imagine how much even we
early fans knew.

Well, with things in such a state one
had to do something to put these
records over. If their issue was to con-
tinue, they had to be made to sell in a
big way; and to make them sell big
I had to make the public realise not
only that they were there, but that they
were something very special.

So I did for the public what I would
not have had the temerity to do for
anyone who knew better.

THE BALL ROLLS

I not only induced Parlophone to give
the records a special label (the light
and dark blue one that exists to this
day), but I invented a high-falutin'
name for them-the " Rhythm -Style
Series."

I even went further. To arouse the
collector's instinct, which exists to a
greater or lesser degree in all of us, and
so that enthusiasts might know if they
had inadvertently missed getting any
of the records as they came out, I num-
bered all these Rhythm -Style " issues
on the labels, from No. 1 upwards.

The idea worked!
People who couldn't tell the difference

between Armstrong and Joe Corn and
his Paper Hat Palokas began to think
that there must be something very
smart about records which had such
pretty labels and such an important
sounding name, and they bought them
in thousands. Jazz records were defi-
nitely on the map.

Now I'm not pretending that it is to
me that all you jazz lovers owe the fact
that to -day there are some 5,000 records
of more or less good jazz on the British
market.

But I do claim that the ball was
started rolling partly by my innocent
subterfuges for popularising better jazz
-innocent because, while I may have
gone to rather  flamboyant lengths to
achieve my ends, I was at least seeing
that the article was good.

Yet I have come to rue the day that
I ever started this Series game.
Needless to say, the success of the

Parlophone " Rhythm -Style " Series was
soon being noted in other quarters.

MORE SERIES

H.M.V. started a " Hot Rhythm "
Series-unnumbered, it is true, but they
soon remedied that little omission
when, in 1935, they started their " Swing
Music " Series.

Brunswick, too, commenced a
" Modern Rhythm " Series which ran to
over 300 before they got tired of the
Series numbering idea and calmly for-
got it, just like that.

Columbia also entered the game.
They were late starters, but what they
lacked in punctuality they made up for
in grandiloquence. They brought out
what they were pleased to call the
" Super Swing " Series.

Not to be outdone, Parlophone in due
course embarked on a " Super Rhythm -
Style " Series, but finding they still had
a number of the earlier Okeh waxings
on hand, and not wishing to put them
in the same series as the new record-
ings which they were getting in pro-
fusion from America, continued to run
concurrently with this " Super Rhythm -
Style Series a " Second New Rhythm

Style " Series, which had rapidly
succeeded the First.

Now all this may at first blush seem
to be harmless enough, but the fact is
that it was rapidly defeating its own
ends by doing no more than confuse
the now vastly enlarged section of the
community as a whole which had
becoine interested in what had come to
be known as Hot Jazz before that little
word Swing appeared on the scene.

My reason for starting numbered
Series was twofold.

In the first place I wanted to let
people know that the records in the
Series were put there because they were
worth segregating from the more
ordinary form's of jazz.

Secondly, I wanted to cater for
enthusiasts who would take a pride in
obtaining a complete series of really
worthwhile recordings.

But the companies put paid to these
ideals almost before I had been able to
get them going.

They not only tried to cash in on the
good name any Series of jazz recordings
had acquired (partly by the glory re-
flected from the excellence of the
original Parlophone " Rhythm -Style
Series ") by intermingling inferior
records with the better ones, but ran
their Series to such astronomical
figures that most collectors gave up in
despair any attempt to complete them.

After all, how could these collectors
do anything else when Parlophone were
running two Series concurrently, one of
which reached its 206th side, and there
is no intimation that it is even yet
finished, and H.M.V. were involved in a
Series which has now reached its 430th
side, and is still going gaily on.

But even these unwieldy Series which
I have mentioned, unduly swollen as
they are by many records which were
never worth glorifying by representa-
tion in a special Series, are not the end
of the trouble.

The number of different jazz Series
which have been inaugurated is nothing
short of absurd.

There are so many of them that they
have lost all prestige, if only on the
grounds that familiarity breeds con-
tempt. It is, tterefore, not surprising
that many of them have been such flops
that they may be said to have died
almost before they lived.

AD NAUSEAM !

While many of them reached, as I
have said, huge sizes, others went to
the other extreme and reached a total
of less than a dozen sides before they
were unceremoniously abandoned. The
H.M.V. " Classics of Jazz Series " is an
instance. It ran to just eight sides.

Yet were the sponsors of these many
Series dismayed?

Not a bit of it.
No sooner was one Series defunct

than another came along.
Take Parlophone, for instance. I'm

afraid these good friends of mine have
become among the worst offenders.

Not content with running the regular
yearly editions of their Super
Rhythm -Style" Series (against which,
apart from its name, I have no com-
plaint, except that it contains too many
records which are just not worth put-
ting in a special Series), they have
brought out within the last two or three
years a-

Boogie Woogie Series (two discs
only!).

Race Series (seventeen discs).
Swing Series (two discs only!).
Black and White Series (two discs

only!).
Swing -Style Series (twenty-four

discs, but all by British artistes, and
many not worthy of the name swing,
whatever it may mean), and a

Miscellany Rhythm -Style Series (four
discs only!). .

And not content with all these, most
(Please turn to page 10)
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VIOL DOINGS !
Somewhere in Lincolnshire

there's an R.A.F. dance band that,
judging from the above picture,
seems to be pretty happy at its
work.

The boys are mostly ex -semi-
pro, members of the London Gig
Club, who played together before
the war, and they include A.C.
Ron Miller, whose achievements
in " M.M." contests need no
recalling.

The boys in the photo are (left
to right) :-" Dripper " Orton
(alto, clar.) ; Art Learner (bass) ;
Roy Cooper (drums) ; Ted Marsh
(piano); Ron Miller (trumpet);
Cyril Glover (alto, clan, violin) ;
and (under the bass) Reg Briggs
(tenor, clar.).

The band augments to twelve
when acting as. pit -band for con-
cert party work, and these boys
also form the basis of the
station's military band.

artaPait0WarnarststotonarnaNtNoNietN

DRUM DOPE
No. 22

rip RI PLETS are the principal
-a-- stumbling block to young drum-
mers having trouble with their read-
ing. Nor are they susceptible to the
" splitting up " proccos I have de-
scribed in the past two issues-in fact,
this analysis trick only makes them
worse.
The only way to cope with triplets is

to get the right mental slant on them-
practise them at odd moments of the
day; when you are walking along, fit
them to your, walk, fit them to the
wheel -beats of a train, to the ticking of
a clock, in fact to anything that has a
regular metre.

The essential part of the idea is to get
used to going against the beat. The
best way to do this is to get three beats
into every half bar.

Thus, beat a slow two with your foot,
and between each beat of the foot tap
out three beats with the hand. (Some-
times you will find it easier to say the
beats-" da-da-da, da-da-da," etc.)

It is easy enough to get in quick
triplets (such as triplet quavers), but
comes hard to some people when they
try to get in triplet crochets against
four-four.

Yet after all it is precisely the same
thing, only at a slower tempo. Try to
get that fixed in your mind.

You will eventually get so adept that
you can get in three triplet minims to
a bar of four-four-and that is hard.

Another way you can try is to imagine
you have two bars of three-four stuck
into the middle of a four-four chorus-
that helps some people better than the
other way.

Having got the rhythm of the three
against four firmly fixed in your mind
by constant odd -moment repetition, you
will find you can read triplet phrases
easily.

On two nights a week the Excelsior
Ballroom. Edinburgh, used to be given
over to private bookings, but in conse-
quence of the- boom now being experi-
enced it is being devoted to public ses-
sions every night of the week.

Harry Murray holds the musical fort,
and under his leadership on alto sax
are Nick Ivanoff (tenor), Stanley Clay-
ton (trumpet and bass), Al. Weston
(piano and accordion), Ronnie Murray
(drums) and Netta Guild (vocals).

BENNY CARTER AND HIS
ORCHESTRA.

*pom Pont (Carter) (Am. Decca
67782) (Recorded May 20, 1940).

*Serenade To A Sarong (Carter)
(Am. Decca 67784) (Recorded
May 20, 1940).
(Brunswick 03088-3s. 8d.)

BENNY CARTER, the composer,
arranger, leader and soloist all
shine equally brilliantly in both

these sides.
So far I have been unable to

obtain the personnel of the band.
but you may take my word for it
that it once again reflects Benny's
flair for knowing not only how to
choose his men, but how to build
them into an outfit that combines
style and feeling with a more than
ordinary musicianliness.

Serenade To A Sarong is a sldw,
melancholy piece. If anything is more
entrancing than the melody itself, it is
the way Benny has scored it.

Apart from a short intro. and coda.
there are only two choruses; but when
you have heard the side you feel you
have had a musical feast, and that any-
thing more would be merely super-
fluous, so full of rich colour and
harmony is it.

For the first chorus the reeds take
the first and third eight -bar phrases.
and the feeling with which they play is
an end in itself. The same may be said
for the trumpet,, which takes over the
melody in the second and fourth eight -
bars.

GROWL TROMBONE
The second chorus opens with a

growl trombone taking the lead, but,
effective as this is, it is inevitably
eclipsed by Benny's lovely alto playing
in the second and fourth eight -bars.
For sheer beauty of melody and perfec-
tion of execution, the maestro almost
eclipses himself in these two rhapsodic
passages.

As a composition, the faster Porn
Pom is-shall we say, if only for the
sake of comparison?-on rather less
extravagant lines, but it has the true
Carter gift of melody of the right sort,
and is again most attractively arranged.

In addition to the aforementioned
much more than averagely competent
ensemble, and good solo playing by the
tenor, trombone, and clarinet, there is
a grand chorus by trumpet. Probably
this is by Benny himself. If so. he is
playing better trumpet than ever. His
tone is more crystal clear, and he is
playing with even . more drive. Add
that to what Benny has at any time to
say on his trumpet, and the answer's
a peach.

* *
ARTHUR YOUNG'S SWINGTETTE.
**All Over The Place (Gay, Eyton)

(V by Dick Fullerton) (Decca
DR 5369) (Recorded December 11,
1940).

***Yes, We Have No Bananas (Silver,
Cohn) (V by - Dick Fullerton)
Decca DR. 5170) (Recorded
December 11. 1940).
(Decca F.7687 -2s. 5c1.)

THE usual " commercial " perform-
ances, but if we must have them

" commercial," let's have 'em like this.
Arthur Young's sprightly Novachord

playing and the nice spot of vibraphone
in AU Over The Place are not the only
good points. The records have a dance-
able rhythm, the ways of treating the

CARTER AND
ONIONS

EDGAR JACKSON'S Record Reviews
numbers are good, and the going  is
generally as easy on the ear as it is on
the old grey matter.

The Yes, we have no onions" line
in the banana saga is an idea which
might well bare been carried farther.
Why not a whole topical chorus on
Yes, we have no oranges and lemons,
and apples and caviare, and mighty
little. butter, fish, meat, tea, sugar, and
sleep?

Or a patriotic refrain?
Here's one I'll sell to Lawrie Wright

if he'll pay me what I think it's worth.
It ought to go quite well in the lobal
panto : -
Yes, we have no h-honions;
We have no h-honions to -day.

We've Hitler and Musso
Both blitzing us, jus' so

We'll crumble and fade a-wa - - - y.
But we've an Air Force, Army and Navy,

(Cue for chorus to arrive, dressed as
everything to do with National Service,
from W.A.A.F. Commandants to Fire
Watchers, with dog wearing steel hel-
met marked " Will someone please
direct me to the nearest lamp -post in
this so-and-so black -out.")

Who'll pound them to gravy.
(Sure-fire line for vociferous cheers

from audience.)
And then we'll all get our honions;
Though we can't have honions to-

day.
I'm sorry about this quite un-

warranted outburst, but I've just been
listening to a relay of a pantomime on
the radio, Verb. sap.!

JIMMIE LUNCE FORD AND HIS
ORCHESTRA.

**Minnie The Moocher Is Dead (Mus-
grove, Taylor. Mr. Segure) (V by
The Dandridge Sisters) (Am.
Columbia WCO.26937) (Recorded
June 19, 1940).

**Pavanne (Gould. Mr. Segure)
(Am,. Columbia WCO. 20939)
(Recorded June 19, 1940.)
(Parlophone R.2778 -3s. 8d.)

Lunceford directing Willie Smith,
Joe Thomas, Ted Buchner, Earl
Carruthers, Dan Grissom (reedsi;
Gerald Wilson, Paul Webster, Snookie
Young (tilts.); Elmer Crumbley, James
Young, Russell Bowles (trmbs.); Edwin
Wilcox (pno.); Al Norris (gtar.); Moses
Allen (bass); James Crawford (drums).

ALTHOUGH her name gives no indi-
cation of the fact, Minnie was the

child of one Cabell (Cab to you) Callo-
way. He produced her some time in the
early 1930's.

Coming to England with Calloway
and his orchestra shortly afterwards
(Brunswick 1339), the hussy soon found
her exploits at kickin' the gong around
with a certain Smokey Joe being broad-
cast to all and sundry by Roy Fox, ably
abetted by Nat Gonella (Decca F.2834).

Nevertheless, in spite of all, she man-
aged to get married (authority : Nina
Mae McKinney-Brunswick 01468), and
later news of her wedding -day anniver-
sary celebrations (such goings 'lion, me
dear) was received from Fletcher
Henderson (Parlophone R.2301).

Now, ont of the blue-the blue of a
Parlophone label-comes the statement
that Minnie is ... dead!

Although Minnie is one up on most
of her kind, if only because she has had
a duly chronicled demise. while most
of the others aren't even allowed to die,
they just fade away, I can't help feel-
ing that Mr. Lunceford and the
Dandridge girls might have broken the
news a little more circumspectly. The
levity with which they tell us the story
is downright irreverent.

JAZZ -STREET MINNIE
But perhaps that's what Minnie has

to pay for not having been born in Jazz
Street. Although some may ,have seen
her as a child of the famous Avenue,
she was in fact no more than an off-
spring of Tin Pan Alley, and no one
much ever seemed to bother to dress her
in any other attire. They haven't
departed from this, even for her
obituary.

The Pavane (or Pavan, as it is in
Spanish) is a stately dance of Latin -
European origin, in which the dancers
used to dress up in elaborate costumes.

Whether it has any connection with
this Pavanne, I don't pretend to know..

It may have. The composition is far
enough from what a jazz compo. should
be to be a reflection of French or Spanish
music. The only connection the side
has with real jazz is in the arrange-
ment (more or less) and the daunt
Luncefordian performance. Neither of
which features seems to be adequate
reason for putting the performance in
the "Rhythm -Style " Series, or
buying it.

The "Sun" Hit Parade
RUMPEL-STILTS-KIN
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MAYBE
I'M STEPPING OUT WITH A MEMORY TO -NIGHT
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BRAND'S
LATEST news from ex -Romany and

Harry Roy tenor player MOSS
Kaye exudes enthusiasm for his war
time job.

He has been lucky enough to secure
a really grand job in the famous band
of the 17/21st Lancers, and writes:

" I am absolutely spellbound by the
sheer interest of my new venture in
life.

" The band flits through immense
works by Beethoven, Bach and Co., and
yours truly merrily swings along with
them.

" Although this is an absolutely new
venture in the realm of music to me, -
having always been a strictly jive'
tenor man (and I must admit I still
yearn for an honest -to -goodness bash),
this is wonderful practice, and the
course I had with the eminent Charles
Draper is now coming in mighty useful."

His cousin, that fine clarinettist
SID MILLWARD, always urged Moss
to study legitimate clarinet, and now
he's reaping the benefit of that wise
advice!

He wants me to express his very best
wishes to his ex -comrades in the
Romany and Harry Roy bands; so drop
him a line, you lads. We'll forward
letters.

You all know GORDON BEESON.
The son of a London bandmaster, he

 served for several years with Messrs.
Besson's and Hawkes, and was one of
the original staff with Ben Davis in
Charing Cross Road, being associated
with that firm for over eleven years.

He began making woodwind instru-
ments as long ago as 1914. Now he is
opening up in business on his own, with
the motto that he has adhered to all
his life-Not as cheaply as possible,
but as well as possible.

He tells me that he has bought the
entire stock of Selmer's saxophones and
clarinet pads, and is prepared to deal
with any make of instrument.

With testimonials from such people
as Dorsey, Pogson, Carter, Armstrong,
Harry Karr, and Howard Jacobs
behind him, there is little need for me
to wish him luck in this new venture.

Enough to say: " Carry on the good
work! "

To emphasise the nation-wide scope
of this feature, let me turn to Long
Eaton, where BASIL HALLIDAY and
his boys have been playing to pheno-
menal business at the Rialto Ballroom.

Basil leads from piano, with Jack
Smith (alto), Edgar Townshend (tenor),
Eric Crowe (trumpet), Al Starr
(accordion and 2nd piano), Frank Smith
(drums), Harry Smith (bass) and Cyril
Frost (guitar).

!And the band is usually augmented

ESSENCE
of the Rev. E. Ecclestone Potts, C.F.,
who is in charge of all productions
and further tells me this: That any
trumpet players or saxophonists about
to join up, or wishing to transfer, who
would like to join Tommy's group,
should express this preference, and
their request will be submitted to the
Colonel,

Have you heard of Darkie and his
Club Band? If you live anywhere
around Harrow, you will have. These
boys are the resident band at the Rail-
way Hotel, Wealdstone, playing there

^ every Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and in addition, almost every
Saturday is booked somewhere or other.

In fact, eight jobs a week are nothing
unusual for them.

But the most unusual thing is that,

Adding glamour to Harry Roy's stage
show is KAY HARDING, who made her
stage debut with him last year. Hear
her on the air this week : see her at

Bristol Hippodrome next.

with well-known dance -band stars in
the Forces stationed locally. People
like Eric Whitley, George Clouston, Vic
Knight, Eric Tann and Ronny Rand
have Sat in with Basil's boys, and Keith
Paice, formerly with Reub Sunshine
and Billy Merrin, is often to be heard
giving piano solot.

Altogether, it is not surprising that
between 300 and 450 people turn up
every night to dance at the Rialto.

When TOMMY ROBBINS left
Murray's and civilian life and became
Drummer Tommy Craze, of the 8th
Battalion Royal Fusiliers, it wasn't long
before he was asked to form a band.

But, out of the whole battalion, this
fine guitarist was able to muster only
one sax, one drummer, one pianist, and
one guitarist, besides himself!

They were all amateurs; but with
lots of experience behind him, and hard
work, he was soon leading a seven -
piece outfit that, by all accounts, is as
good asanything now playing swing in
pniforin.

And they do swing-for every session
these " Elegant Extracts " play is pure
jam from start to finish.

Stationed " somewhere on the South
Coast," they play every Sunday at
Odeon Theatres for the Spitfire Fund,
put on concerts produced by LESLIE
FREWIN, late of the Streatham
Rhythm Club, and were responsible for
an entire pantomime over Christmas.

They are probably the only Army
dance band ever to have played an
entire week at one theatre. This was
at the Dover Hippodrome.

Tommy pays high tribute to the work

apart from their leader, E. A. (Darkie)
HITCHCOCK, all of them are under
20.

The line-up is: Gerry Murray (trum-
pet) in whom, I understand, Joe Loss
is interested, Bill Reid (drums), Stan
Towers (piano), Jack Sherry (guitar),
Bob Huxstep (alto and clarinet),
Grahame Deagen (accordionist) and
Ron Hollyman (guitar and vocalist).

What's more, these lads are willing
to give their services free of charge for
any charity that may be interested.

Sad_ news from HARRY PACKHAM.
Not -so much that he has been for
several weeks in R.A.F. hospitals-that
doesn't seem to worry him half as much
as the fact that a small, but greatly
treasured, section of his record collec-
tion has gone west in a recent blitz.

At, the outbreak of war he sent them
out of London to what he thought was
safe keeping. And now he learns that
six hundred have been blown up, in-
cluding a complete set of all Fred
Elizalde's Decca, Brunswick and Parlo-
phone recordings.

Luckily he has a duplicate set else-
where, with the exception of Adrian
Rollini's Dixie, on British Brunswick
and Fud Livingstone's transcription of
Singapore Sorrows.

All of us who have heard these-
probably the best examples of British
swing ever waxed-will sympathise with
Harry. And he begs me to ask if any
of you have any copies to spare.

He's willing to pay a fair price for
them; so let me know, and I'll pass the
information on to him.
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YOU'RE BREAKING MY HEART
ALL OVER AGAIN-FOX TROT

The Hit Song of 1941.

THE SWEETHEART OF THE FLEET
HENRY HALL'S OUTSTANDING SUCCESS

CURRENT HITS
WHEN THE SWALLOWS COME BACK

TO CAPISTRANO
WHERE WAS I ?

FOX TROT

DEVIL MAY CARE
FOX TROT

BEHIND THE CLOUDS
FOX TROT

All the above in your First
Parcel.

FOX TROT

TO ORCHESTRAL MANAGER,'
Please enrol me as a member of the Feldman Orchestral Club for twelvelsix months,

Orchestrations 60
FULL ORCH. 40/ -
SMALL ONCN. 36/ -
TRIO 241-
F1AND SOLO 16/-

90 NAME
24/-
18I. ADDRESS
121-
11/- M.m.2.5/1/41

I enclose £ s d. Combination required

B. FELDMAN & CO., 125, 127, 129, Shaftesbury Ave., LONDON
Telspitine: Temple Bar 5532 (4 lines) Telegrams and Cables: " Komfriy. W.C.. London."
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NIUMIUIEU
A Numerical Interview with

GEORGE ELRICK
How many dart -boards have you given to the Forces?
What is your biggest break at snooker?
How old are you?
How many tunes have you sung " Thick, Thick Fog In London "?
How many times have you been asked to sing it?
How many instruments do you play?
On how many occasions have you appeared wearing a kilt"
On how many occasions have your legs got frost-bitten?
What is your height?
Weight?
When did you enter Aberdeen University intent on becoming a doctor"
Owing to matters monetary, how long did that ambition, last (in months)?
When did you receive an award for best drummer in an " M.M." All -Scottish Dance

Band Championship?
When did you travel in stationery and fancy gogds?
When did you form your first professional band at the Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen?
When did you leave Aberdeen for London?.,..
When were you a member of the Three Rhythm Brothers with Ambrose?
When did you join Henry Hall's B.B.C. Dance Orchestra?
When did you leave H. R. H. to form a band of your own?
How long did George Elrick and his Music -Makers tour (in months)?
When did you go out with your present solo act?
When did you start recording?
How many broadcasts?
When did you meet Mrs. Elrick?
How many songs have you had published under pseudonyms?
When did you write the " Anderson Stoop," the novelty dance currently featured by

Flanagan and Allen?
How many football matches have you watched?

500
42
37

2,000
12,000

4
6
6

5 ft. 5 in.
11 st.
1924

4

1929
1929
1929

13 / 1 / 31
1934
1935
1937

12
1939
1931
800

1932
24

1940
700

CLASSICS OF JAZZ
by Bill Elliott

No. 10.-" Bill Coleman's Blues " and " Indiana."

Trumpet Solos by Bill Coleman (French Swing 42)

AFTER
including two of the

American Classic records
in this series, it seems only
right that I should include one
that was made in France,
where so many good records
were made in the year before
war.

I rather think a few people
will criticise me for the choice
of record, but I honestly think
this is the best I could have
chosen, even though it's going
to be difficult for me to talk
about.

Bill Coleman is one of thc,
jazz trumpets. That's mg
opinion, at any rate, and I
know that a number of the
swing intelligentsia agree with
me.

His singing may owe a little
to Armstrong, butliis trumpet -
playing is all his own and a
very fine individual style it is.

Imaginative, delicate, yet
with that full attack and fire
that all the great coloured
players have, and, above all.
he has that gift of flaring way
out from the brass ensemble
to cut some fantastic solo.

NO DJANGO-1TE
In the Blues,. he is in his

I most restrained mood and
plays muted all through.

I can't say- that I like
D j a n g o's accompaniment;
adequate, I suppose one would
call it, yet I must confess to a
little bias in this case as I am
no great lover of Reinhardt;
he's far too mechanical for
my taste.

Coleman plays the blues with
great feeling; his phrases are
short but very much to the
point, and he builds up the
record to a perfect climax.

Tlio, other side is different
in every way, and is really
" just one of those things."

In the first place, a full
rhythm section makes a devil
of a difference, and this sec-
tion is very good, with full
marks going to the bassist. and

Personnet:--(a) Bill Coleman
(trumpet); fbanao Reinhardt
(guitar); (b) Bill Coleman (trum-
pet and vocal); Stephane Grappelly
(piano); Joseph Reinhardt (guitar);
Wilson Myers (bass); Ted Fields
(drums).

drummer, Myers and Fields,
respectively.

Bill takes the first chorus-
open trumpet this time, and a
grand solo.

He keeps close to the tune,
but swings Out and follows

with a swell vocal that only
Louis could have bettered.

Listen to Grappelly on piano
behind-another surprise for
those who only associate him
with violin.

Coleman takes the last two
choruses-terrific trumpeting
with a tone that has to be
heard la be believed.

I hope you will hear this
record if you can and find a
few superlatives for yourselves

66 DOG-I Norr 111E -MANGER
. COLL Et"l'ORS " ARE
PANN Elt RIT READERS

IT is surprising indeed to find
a presumed jazz fan pro-

testing against the reissue of
unobtainable recordings, as
does Stephen Miller in your
current issue, on the grounds
that collectors' items might
thereby lose their value.

Mr. Miller seems to take jazz
like a philatelist his stamps,
and eapreqses an attitude akin
to snobbery.

Surely a man- interested in
the progress of jazz should be
eager to have the best things
heard by as many as possible,
instead of being packed away
in glass eases, while the
market is swamped with cur-
rent recordings which are
tending to make- jazz more
and more " commercial."

H. B. FISHER.
Croxley Green.

liTHILE -I appreciated the
information contained in

Stephen Miller's letter, I
think he must establish a new
high for selfishness.

Having been a jazz en-
thusiast for a number of
years, I am lucky enough to
possess all the Billy Banks
recordings, and the majority
of the better-known 'Chicago
discs, but even though. it
meant the reduction of the
monetary value of my collec-

tion, I should be very pleased
to see them reissued, so that
more recent enthusiasts could
study and enjoy these grand
recordings.

And after all, if one really
appreciated the records as
jazz, one would not desire to
sell them, anyway, regardless
of value.

Such a basely commercial
outlook is to be deplored by all
who have the better under-
standing of jazz at heart.

E. S. TONKS.
Birmingham.

AS a member of the
" younger generation," and

consequently a comparatively
new collector, I was amazed at
the " dog in the manger "
attitude of your correspondent,
Stephen Miller.

Does Mr. Miller wish to pre-
vent the present generation
and all future generations of
jazz students from enjoying
that jazz of which we read so
much and can now only appre-
ciate through the medium of
the 'gramophone?

I sincerely hope, as I feel
sure that the future of jazz
depends on it, that your corre-
spondent's limited outlook is
not shared by anyone else.

R, H. C. STURGESS.
Langley, Bucks.

IKE IF

MORE ABOUT ELIZALDE
TAM quite used to hearing that
readers cannot make head or tail
of some of the things I write in

this column of mine, but I consider
things have gone a little far when
I can't understand them myself.

As I never give jazz a thought
between writing one article and
another, I make a habit of finishing
each piece with a code -phrase to
remind me what I had in my mind
to write about the following week.

Last week, however. I wrote a code -
phrase about Elizalde's personality
having "quite a lot to do with Mr.
Jenkins' opinion of the paucity of
British jazz"; and I have forgotten the
key to the code.

On the face of it, this assertion
doesn't make sense, for surely Fred's
personality and his music ought to have
enriched British jazz. Thetefore the
only thing I can do is search for the
paradox; for there must be something
paradoxical behind that thought.

I wrote, during the course of my
article last week, that " Fred's per-
sonality is nothing to do with what
Stanley Nelson considers the neglect of
his importance as a figure in jazz."

I'EltSON t 1.ITV
And I still maintain that this is the

case-for the purely musical reasons
I put forward in that article.

But his personality was such that
British jazz in particular remained
uninfluenced.

To begin with, Fred was an amateur.
I use the word deliberately, because I
understand the word to mean one who
occupies himself with music because he
likes it, not because he has to.

There is a great difference between
an amateur and one who is amateurish,
and Fred was certainly not amateurish.

But being an amateur, Fred (known
in Archer Street as " Elizalade," to
rhyme with " marmalade ") was able to
play as he pressed. and I often wonder
if this was not a great drawback in
some ways. In my view, this freedom
put Elizalde in a category of his own.
He offered no instance of the one thing
which British jazz has always needed-
competition,

If Fred had been more " commer-
cial " in his playing, the other band-
leaders would have had to look up and
do something about it.

As it was, they just shrugged their

Fred Elizalde
padded shoulders, as though to say:
" Well, let Elizalde get on with it; the
public will never take to that sort of
stuff," and went along their own well-
worn dreary ways.

The bandleaders have been the great-
est handicap British jazz could ever
have had. I do not have any personal
prejudice against them, for the majority
are admirable fellows, and very kind to
their mothers. But as a race of " musi-
cians" they must surely be an all-time
low.

Few of them are capable of reading a
score; still fewer of them have any
understanding of jazz. And it is
pathetic to watch them allowing
arrangers to rehearse their bands.

What dignity there would be in the
spectacle of a conductor who had to get
the composer to run a new work
through with the orchestra first before
getting to work at his job himself.

Some leaders, indeed, go even farther,
and leave all rehearsal of the band to
one of its members-as though Tosca-
nini or Beecham were to conduct only
at the public performance because all
the preliminary work had been done by
the see994 . bassoon player in their
absence.'

Can anybody wonder, then, that alone
of all the countries in Europe where
jazz was appreciated. this country was
the last to get going?

We had every chance to learn about
good jazz at first hand from the bands
which visited this country, apart from
the famous players who were resident
when Fred Elizalde was at the Savoy.

The rank and file certainly did learn
from these experiences; but they were
left in the position of an artist who

rehearses for years without ever reach-
ing the stage of actually giving a public
performance.

Some of the younger players certainly
would go on to sit in with a band at
some night-club when their night's
work was done, but this hardly
broadened their outlook.

Such sitting -in provided nothing of
any greater value than could be derived
from playing interminable choruses of
the same familiar tunes time after
time : San, Nobody's Sweetheart, Some
Of These Days, Avalon, Whispering,
and other conventional stand-bys.

If a pianist, more knowledgeable than
the rest, should suggest playing the
blues, he met with little response to his
twelve -bar improvisation from the rest
of the sitting -in players. The blues, to
them, meant only Limehouse Blues.

While such early -morning busking
was quite good practice for the players,
it was all rather like bootlegged music
-raw, and lacking in subtlety of taste.

When eventually the bandleaders had
to give way to public demand for a
change from the old sweet -and -dreary
animated ballad, it was too late for good
jazz. The era of " swing " had started,
and by not giving the public good jazz,
but what it thought was good, jazz,
British jazz lost a golden oppoitunity.

VESTED INTERESTS
Nobody in authority could see that

jazz was not just a question of making
familiar tunes unrecognisable, but of
creating tunes in the first place and
for their own sake.

But what can you expect when dance
music is in the hands of the vested
interests, those vested interests which,
so long as one product is making money,
will not-even for the sake of prestige
-offer the public another one until the
public demands it?

The public had been quite happy for
thousands of years without the motor-
car, but that did not prevent Herr
Daimler putting his first model on the
road.

No, he put it out because he believed
it had possibilities. and he was inter-
ested in the machine for its own sake.

Giving the public only what it wants
is the most reactionary attitude any
artist can adopt. Not only is it
reactionary, it is even worse. .

It is lazy; and laziness has been the
brake on British jazz all along. Lazi-
ness-and lack of guts.

AURICE

IN CONJUNCTION VVITH THE WORLD WIDE MUSIC CO., LTD.. 8. MACMKODIES LTD.

30 Nos. for 181- YOUR 1" PARCEL CONTAINS

1( AND SO DO I
YESTERDAY'S DREAMS

(BOTH READY FOR SUBSCRIBERS IN A FEW DAYS).

OF I ONLY HAD WINGS
k.CHEERIO!
ALSO

Ti UNTIL YOU FALL IN LOVE
1. THE MEM'RY OF A ROSE
Prices-Dorble Orchestration. S.O. 2 6. T.O. 3 - Pius Solos or extra parts 6d. each.

AND

RHUMBOOGIE (The Andrews Sisters' Smash)

Price 219 per set. 211 oost free.

Enrol me as a member of P.M. Name
Sub. Club, tor S.0 of

I enclose L s. d. Address
Terms lot 30 nos. pee set
S.O. F.O. 241-, Trio

Extra P.C. brill. Trio
upwards) Pi-, Ealm Parts 31-r

Piano Solo Copies 101.

Marl combination naoui...d. M .M :5h NI
THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO.. LTD..
21 Denmark St . Landon. W. C. 2. TEM. 3856.

A Sensational New Idea!
THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT SERIES.
SOUTHERN FRIED
Same arrangement as Al Donahoe's Record.

OVERNIGHT HOP
Same arrangement as Red Nichols' Record.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT HOP
Original Andy Kirk arrangement.

MISSOURI SCRAMBLER
Original Will Osborne arrangement .
Price 3 6 per set, 3/10 post free.

P.M. HOT HITS!
IN THE MOOD
Between 18th and 19th on

Chestnut Street
IDA (Sweet as Apple Cider)
(New Vic Schoen Smash Arrangement!)
Ray Noble's
Comanche War Dance
DOGGIN' AROUND
TEXAS SHUFFLE
TIME OUT TOPSY
WOODCHOPPERS' BALL
BLUES UPSTAIRS

and DOWNSTAIRS
CASBAH BLUES
CHICO'S LOVE SONG
FOR DANCERS ONLY
THE CONGA  CHEROKEE
DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
Price 2,9 per set, 2/11 post free.'
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BRAND'S
LATEST news from ex -Romany and

Harry Roy tenor player MOSS
Kaye exudes enthusiasm for his war
time job.

He has been lucky enough to secure
a really grand job in the famous band
of the 17/21st Lancers, and writes:

" I am absolutely spellbound by the
sheer interest of my new venture in
life.

" The band flits through immense
works by Beethoven, Bach and Co., and
yours truly merrily swings along with
them.

" Although this is an absolutely new
venture in the realm of music to me, -
having always been a strictly jive'
tenor man (and I must admit I still
yearn for an honest -to -goodness bash),
this is wonderful practice, and the
course I had with the eminent Charles
Draper is now coming in mighty useful."

His cousin, that fine clarinettist
SID MILLWARD, always urged Moss
to study legitimate clarinet, and now
he's reaping the benefit of that wise
advice!

He wants me to express his very best
wishes to his ex -comrades in the
Romany and Harry Roy bands; so drop
him a line, you lads. We'll forward
letters.

You all know GORDON BEESON.
The son of a London bandmaster, he

 served for several years with Messrs.
Besson's and Hawkes, and was one of
the original staff with Ben Davis in
Charing Cross Road, being associated
with that firm for over eleven years.

He began making woodwind instru-
ments as long ago as 1914. Now he is
opening up in business on his own, with
the motto that he has adhered to all
his life-Not as cheaply as possible,
but as well as possible.

He tells me that he has bought the
entire stock of Selmer's saxophones and
clarinet pads, and is prepared to deal
with any make of instrument.

With testimonials from such people
as Dorsey, Pogson, Carter, Armstrong,
Harry Karr, and Howard Jacobs
behind him, there is little need for me
to wish him luck in this new venture.

Enough to say: " Carry on the good
work! "

To emphasise the nation-wide scope
of this feature, let me turn to Long
Eaton, where BASIL HALLIDAY and
his boys have been playing to pheno-
menal business at the Rialto Ballroom.

Basil leads from piano, with Jack
Smith (alto), Edgar Townshend (tenor),
Eric Crowe (trumpet), Al Starr
(accordion and 2nd piano), Frank Smith
(drums), Harry Smith (bass) and Cyril
Frost (guitar).

!And the band is usually augmented

ESSENCE
of the Rev. E. Ecclestone Potts, C.F.,
who is in charge of all productions
and further tells me this: That any
trumpet players or saxophonists about
to join up, or wishing to transfer, who
would like to join Tommy's group,
should express this preference, and
their request will be submitted to the
Colonel,

Have you heard of Darkie and his
Club Band? If you live anywhere
around Harrow, you will have. These
boys are the resident band at the Rail-
way Hotel, Wealdstone, playing there

^ every Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and in addition, almost every
Saturday is booked somewhere or other.

In fact, eight jobs a week are nothing
unusual for them.

But the most unusual thing is that,

Adding glamour to Harry Roy's stage
show is KAY HARDING, who made her
stage debut with him last year. Hear
her on the air this week : see her at

Bristol Hippodrome next.

with well-known dance -band stars in
the Forces stationed locally. People
like Eric Whitley, George Clouston, Vic
Knight, Eric Tann and Ronny Rand
have Sat in with Basil's boys, and Keith
Paice, formerly with Reub Sunshine
and Billy Merrin, is often to be heard
giving piano solot.

Altogether, it is not surprising that
between 300 and 450 people turn up
every night to dance at the Rialto.

When TOMMY ROBBINS left
Murray's and civilian life and became
Drummer Tommy Craze, of the 8th
Battalion Royal Fusiliers, it wasn't long
before he was asked to form a band.

But, out of the whole battalion, this
fine guitarist was able to muster only
one sax, one drummer, one pianist, and
one guitarist, besides himself!

They were all amateurs; but with
lots of experience behind him, and hard
work, he was soon leading a seven -
piece outfit that, by all accounts, is as
good asanything now playing swing in
pniforin.

And they do swing-for every session
these " Elegant Extracts " play is pure
jam from start to finish.

Stationed " somewhere on the South
Coast," they play every Sunday at
Odeon Theatres for the Spitfire Fund,
put on concerts produced by LESLIE
FREWIN, late of the Streatham
Rhythm Club, and were responsible for
an entire pantomime over Christmas.

They are probably the only Army
dance band ever to have played an
entire week at one theatre. This was
at the Dover Hippodrome.

Tommy pays high tribute to the work

apart from their leader, E. A. (Darkie)
HITCHCOCK, all of them are under
20.

The line-up is: Gerry Murray (trum-
pet) in whom, I understand, Joe Loss
is interested, Bill Reid (drums), Stan
Towers (piano), Jack Sherry (guitar),
Bob Huxstep (alto and clarinet),
Grahame Deagen (accordionist) and
Ron Hollyman (guitar and vocalist).

What's more, these lads are willing
to give their services free of charge for
any charity that may be interested.

Sad_ news from HARRY PACKHAM.
Not -so much that he has been for
several weeks in R.A.F. hospitals-that
doesn't seem to worry him half as much
as the fact that a small, but greatly
treasured, section of his record collec-
tion has gone west in a recent blitz.

At, the outbreak of war he sent them
out of London to what he thought was
safe keeping. And now he learns that
six hundred have been blown up, in-
cluding a complete set of all Fred
Elizalde's Decca, Brunswick and Parlo-
phone recordings.

Luckily he has a duplicate set else-
where, with the exception of Adrian
Rollini's Dixie, on British Brunswick
and Fud Livingstone's transcription of
Singapore Sorrows.

All of us who have heard these-
probably the best examples of British
swing ever waxed-will sympathise with
Harry. And he begs me to ask if any
of you have any copies to spare.

He's willing to pay a fair price for
them; so let me know, and I'll pass the
information on to him.
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YOU'RE BREAKING MY HEART
ALL OVER AGAIN-FOX TROT

The Hit Song of 1941.

THE SWEETHEART OF THE FLEET
HENRY HALL'S OUTSTANDING SUCCESS

CURRENT HITS
WHEN THE SWALLOWS COME BACK

TO CAPISTRANO
WHERE WAS I ?

FOX TROT

DEVIL MAY CARE
FOX TROT

BEHIND THE CLOUDS
FOX TROT

All the above in your First
Parcel.

FOX TROT

TO ORCHESTRAL MANAGER,'
Please enrol me as a member of the Feldman Orchestral Club for twelvelsix months,

Orchestrations 60
FULL ORCH. 40/ -
SMALL ONCN. 36/ -
TRIO 241-
F1AND SOLO 16/-

90 NAME
24/-
18I. ADDRESS
121-
11/- M.m.2.5/1/41

I enclose £ s d. Combination required

B. FELDMAN & CO., 125, 127, 129, Shaftesbury Ave., LONDON
Telspitine: Temple Bar 5532 (4 lines) Telegrams and Cables: " Komfriy. W.C.. London."
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NIUMIUIEU
A Numerical Interview with

GEORGE ELRICK
How many dart -boards have you given to the Forces?
What is your biggest break at snooker?
How old are you?
How many tunes have you sung " Thick, Thick Fog In London "?
How many times have you been asked to sing it?
How many instruments do you play?
On how many occasions have you appeared wearing a kilt"
On how many occasions have your legs got frost-bitten?
What is your height?
Weight?
When did you enter Aberdeen University intent on becoming a doctor"
Owing to matters monetary, how long did that ambition, last (in months)?
When did you receive an award for best drummer in an " M.M." All -Scottish Dance

Band Championship?
When did you travel in stationery and fancy gogds?
When did you form your first professional band at the Beach Ballroom, Aberdeen?
When did you leave Aberdeen for London?.,..
When were you a member of the Three Rhythm Brothers with Ambrose?
When did you join Henry Hall's B.B.C. Dance Orchestra?
When did you leave H. R. H. to form a band of your own?
How long did George Elrick and his Music -Makers tour (in months)?
When did you go out with your present solo act?
When did you start recording?
How many broadcasts?
When did you meet Mrs. Elrick?
How many songs have you had published under pseudonyms?
When did you write the " Anderson Stoop," the novelty dance currently featured by

Flanagan and Allen?
How many football matches have you watched?

500
42
37

2,000
12,000

4
6
6

5 ft. 5 in.
11 st.
1924

4

1929
1929
1929

13 / 1 / 31
1934
1935
1937

12
1939
1931
800

1932
24

1940
700

CLASSICS OF JAZZ
by Bill Elliott

No. 10.-" Bill Coleman's Blues " and " Indiana."

Trumpet Solos by Bill Coleman (French Swing 42)

AFTER
including two of the

American Classic records
in this series, it seems only
right that I should include one
that was made in France,
where so many good records
were made in the year before
war.

I rather think a few people
will criticise me for the choice
of record, but I honestly think
this is the best I could have
chosen, even though it's going
to be difficult for me to talk
about.

Bill Coleman is one of thc,
jazz trumpets. That's mg
opinion, at any rate, and I
know that a number of the
swing intelligentsia agree with
me.

His singing may owe a little
to Armstrong, butliis trumpet -
playing is all his own and a
very fine individual style it is.

Imaginative, delicate, yet
with that full attack and fire
that all the great coloured
players have, and, above all.
he has that gift of flaring way
out from the brass ensemble
to cut some fantastic solo.

NO DJANGO-1TE
In the Blues,. he is in his

I most restrained mood and
plays muted all through.

I can't say- that I like
D j a n g o's accompaniment;
adequate, I suppose one would
call it, yet I must confess to a
little bias in this case as I am
no great lover of Reinhardt;
he's far too mechanical for
my taste.

Coleman plays the blues with
great feeling; his phrases are
short but very much to the
point, and he builds up the
record to a perfect climax.

Tlio, other side is different
in every way, and is really
" just one of those things."

In the first place, a full
rhythm section makes a devil
of a difference, and this sec-
tion is very good, with full
marks going to the bassist. and

Personnet:--(a) Bill Coleman
(trumpet); fbanao Reinhardt
(guitar); (b) Bill Coleman (trum-
pet and vocal); Stephane Grappelly
(piano); Joseph Reinhardt (guitar);
Wilson Myers (bass); Ted Fields
(drums).

drummer, Myers and Fields,
respectively.

Bill takes the first chorus-
open trumpet this time, and a
grand solo.

He keeps close to the tune,
but swings Out and follows

with a swell vocal that only
Louis could have bettered.

Listen to Grappelly on piano
behind-another surprise for
those who only associate him
with violin.

Coleman takes the last two
choruses-terrific trumpeting
with a tone that has to be
heard la be believed.

I hope you will hear this
record if you can and find a
few superlatives for yourselves

66 DOG-I Norr 111E -MANGER
. COLL Et"l'ORS " ARE
PANN Elt RIT READERS

IT is surprising indeed to find
a presumed jazz fan pro-

testing against the reissue of
unobtainable recordings, as
does Stephen Miller in your
current issue, on the grounds
that collectors' items might
thereby lose their value.

Mr. Miller seems to take jazz
like a philatelist his stamps,
and eapreqses an attitude akin
to snobbery.

Surely a man- interested in
the progress of jazz should be
eager to have the best things
heard by as many as possible,
instead of being packed away
in glass eases, while the
market is swamped with cur-
rent recordings which are
tending to make- jazz more
and more " commercial."

H. B. FISHER.
Croxley Green.

liTHILE -I appreciated the
information contained in

Stephen Miller's letter, I
think he must establish a new
high for selfishness.

Having been a jazz en-
thusiast for a number of
years, I am lucky enough to
possess all the Billy Banks
recordings, and the majority
of the better-known 'Chicago
discs, but even though. it
meant the reduction of the
monetary value of my collec-

tion, I should be very pleased
to see them reissued, so that
more recent enthusiasts could
study and enjoy these grand
recordings.

And after all, if one really
appreciated the records as
jazz, one would not desire to
sell them, anyway, regardless
of value.

Such a basely commercial
outlook is to be deplored by all
who have the better under-
standing of jazz at heart.

E. S. TONKS.
Birmingham.

AS a member of the
" younger generation," and

consequently a comparatively
new collector, I was amazed at
the " dog in the manger "
attitude of your correspondent,
Stephen Miller.

Does Mr. Miller wish to pre-
vent the present generation
and all future generations of
jazz students from enjoying
that jazz of which we read so
much and can now only appre-
ciate through the medium of
the 'gramophone?

I sincerely hope, as I feel
sure that the future of jazz
depends on it, that your corre-
spondent's limited outlook is
not shared by anyone else.

R, H. C. STURGESS.
Langley, Bucks.

IKE IF

MORE ABOUT ELIZALDE
TAM quite used to hearing that
readers cannot make head or tail
of some of the things I write in

this column of mine, but I consider
things have gone a little far when
I can't understand them myself.

As I never give jazz a thought
between writing one article and
another, I make a habit of finishing
each piece with a code -phrase to
remind me what I had in my mind
to write about the following week.

Last week, however. I wrote a code -
phrase about Elizalde's personality
having "quite a lot to do with Mr.
Jenkins' opinion of the paucity of
British jazz"; and I have forgotten the
key to the code.

On the face of it, this assertion
doesn't make sense, for surely Fred's
personality and his music ought to have
enriched British jazz. Thetefore the
only thing I can do is search for the
paradox; for there must be something
paradoxical behind that thought.

I wrote, during the course of my
article last week, that " Fred's per-
sonality is nothing to do with what
Stanley Nelson considers the neglect of
his importance as a figure in jazz."

I'EltSON t 1.ITV
And I still maintain that this is the

case-for the purely musical reasons
I put forward in that article.

But his personality was such that
British jazz in particular remained
uninfluenced.

To begin with, Fred was an amateur.
I use the word deliberately, because I
understand the word to mean one who
occupies himself with music because he
likes it, not because he has to.

There is a great difference between
an amateur and one who is amateurish,
and Fred was certainly not amateurish.

But being an amateur, Fred (known
in Archer Street as " Elizalade," to
rhyme with " marmalade ") was able to
play as he pressed. and I often wonder
if this was not a great drawback in
some ways. In my view, this freedom
put Elizalde in a category of his own.
He offered no instance of the one thing
which British jazz has always needed-
competition,

If Fred had been more " commer-
cial " in his playing, the other band-
leaders would have had to look up and
do something about it.

As it was, they just shrugged their

Fred Elizalde
padded shoulders, as though to say:
" Well, let Elizalde get on with it; the
public will never take to that sort of
stuff," and went along their own well-
worn dreary ways.

The bandleaders have been the great-
est handicap British jazz could ever
have had. I do not have any personal
prejudice against them, for the majority
are admirable fellows, and very kind to
their mothers. But as a race of " musi-
cians" they must surely be an all-time
low.

Few of them are capable of reading a
score; still fewer of them have any
understanding of jazz. And it is
pathetic to watch them allowing
arrangers to rehearse their bands.

What dignity there would be in the
spectacle of a conductor who had to get
the composer to run a new work
through with the orchestra first before
getting to work at his job himself.

Some leaders, indeed, go even farther,
and leave all rehearsal of the band to
one of its members-as though Tosca-
nini or Beecham were to conduct only
at the public performance because all
the preliminary work had been done by
the see994 . bassoon player in their
absence.'

Can anybody wonder, then, that alone
of all the countries in Europe where
jazz was appreciated. this country was
the last to get going?

We had every chance to learn about
good jazz at first hand from the bands
which visited this country, apart from
the famous players who were resident
when Fred Elizalde was at the Savoy.

The rank and file certainly did learn
from these experiences; but they were
left in the position of an artist who

rehearses for years without ever reach-
ing the stage of actually giving a public
performance.

Some of the younger players certainly
would go on to sit in with a band at
some night-club when their night's
work was done, but this hardly
broadened their outlook.

Such sitting -in provided nothing of
any greater value than could be derived
from playing interminable choruses of
the same familiar tunes time after
time : San, Nobody's Sweetheart, Some
Of These Days, Avalon, Whispering,
and other conventional stand-bys.

If a pianist, more knowledgeable than
the rest, should suggest playing the
blues, he met with little response to his
twelve -bar improvisation from the rest
of the sitting -in players. The blues, to
them, meant only Limehouse Blues.

While such early -morning busking
was quite good practice for the players,
it was all rather like bootlegged music
-raw, and lacking in subtlety of taste.

When eventually the bandleaders had
to give way to public demand for a
change from the old sweet -and -dreary
animated ballad, it was too late for good
jazz. The era of " swing " had started,
and by not giving the public good jazz,
but what it thought was good, jazz,
British jazz lost a golden oppoitunity.

VESTED INTERESTS
Nobody in authority could see that

jazz was not just a question of making
familiar tunes unrecognisable, but of
creating tunes in the first place and
for their own sake.

But what can you expect when dance
music is in the hands of the vested
interests, those vested interests which,
so long as one product is making money,
will not-even for the sake of prestige
-offer the public another one until the
public demands it?

The public had been quite happy for
thousands of years without the motor-
car, but that did not prevent Herr
Daimler putting his first model on the
road.

No, he put it out because he believed
it had possibilities. and he was inter-
ested in the machine for its own sake.

Giving the public only what it wants
is the most reactionary attitude any
artist can adopt. Not only is it
reactionary, it is even worse. .

It is lazy; and laziness has been the
brake on British jazz all along. Lazi-
ness-and lack of guts.

AURICE

IN CONJUNCTION VVITH THE WORLD WIDE MUSIC CO., LTD.. 8. MACMKODIES LTD.

30 Nos. for 181- YOUR 1" PARCEL CONTAINS

1( AND SO DO I
YESTERDAY'S DREAMS

(BOTH READY FOR SUBSCRIBERS IN A FEW DAYS).

OF I ONLY HAD WINGS
k.CHEERIO!
ALSO

Ti UNTIL YOU FALL IN LOVE
1. THE MEM'RY OF A ROSE
Prices-Dorble Orchestration. S.O. 2 6. T.O. 3 - Pius Solos or extra parts 6d. each.

AND

RHUMBOOGIE (The Andrews Sisters' Smash)

Price 219 per set. 211 oost free.

Enrol me as a member of P.M. Name
Sub. Club, tor S.0 of

I enclose L s. d. Address
Terms lot 30 nos. pee set
S.O. F.O. 241-, Trio

Extra P.C. brill. Trio
upwards) Pi-, Ealm Parts 31-r

Piano Solo Copies 101.

Marl combination naoui...d. M .M :5h NI
THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO.. LTD..
21 Denmark St . Landon. W. C. 2. TEM. 3856.

A Sensational New Idea!
THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT SERIES.
SOUTHERN FRIED
Same arrangement as Al Donahoe's Record.

OVERNIGHT HOP
Same arrangement as Red Nichols' Record.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT HOP
Original Andy Kirk arrangement.

MISSOURI SCRAMBLER
Original Will Osborne arrangement .
Price 3 6 per set, 3/10 post free.

P.M. HOT HITS!
IN THE MOOD
Between 18th and 19th on

Chestnut Street
IDA (Sweet as Apple Cider)
(New Vic Schoen Smash Arrangement!)
Ray Noble's
Comanche War Dance
DOGGIN' AROUND
TEXAS SHUFFLE
TIME OUT TOPSY
WOODCHOPPERS' BALL
BLUES UPSTAIRS

and DOWNSTAIRS
CASBAH BLUES
CHICO'S LOVE SONG
FOR DANCERS ONLY
THE CONGA  CHEROKEE
DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
Price 2,9 per set, 2/11 post free.'
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COMPERE WITH
44GOOD evening, everyone.

" Once again we present to
you Geraldo's ' Open House,'

with Geraldo and his Orchestra,
Dorothy Carless, Len Camber, and
Jackie Hunter. Your compere
is . . . "

Yes, you have guessed it. none other
than GERRY WILMOT, famous
twenty -six -year -old Canadian com-
mentator and compere, whose recent
addition to Home and Forces pro-
grammes has been one of the brightest
things to happen to radio in this
country for some considerable time.

Take a bow, Gerry. for, whether you
know it or not. to thousands of listeners
you are one of the principal attractions
of the show.

And when you can say that about
the man whose script lines are limited
to the announcements between the
items, then you realise what a 100 per
cent. personality voice can achieve when
backed by one of the most fascinating
accents in the world.

Chosen in May, 1939, as one of the
radio commentators to travel across
Canada covering the visit of the King
and Queen, Gerry first started announc-
ing way back in 1930. exactly one week
after leaving school.

In July of that year, leaving Victoria,
British Columbia, where he was born,
he joined a small radio station in Van-
couver. where for seven years he stayed
put, gaining experience, and selling
every programme he was called upon to
handle in a manner that soon made
that smiling voice of his a looked -for
feature on the station's wavelength.

So great did his reputation grow
that, in 1937, a high official of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
listening to Gerry putting over a local
baby show on the air with all the ease
of the born showman, offered him a job
with the Corporation at Montreal.

In April of last year he was chosen
as one of the C.B.C.'s overseas repre-
sentatives to cover the activities of -the
Canadian Forces in this country.

In a very short time after arriving in
London, the B.B.C. arranged with the
unit to which he was attached for him
to broadcast in both the Home and
Forces programmes, with the result that
he is probably one of the most
popular announcers on the air to -day.

In spite of success, perhaps the big-
gest thing about Gerry is the fact that
he has still remained " one of the boys."
and a hell of a nice fellow into the
bargain.

Eleven years of high-pressure radio
work may have made him lose a little
of his hair, but it will take more than
one of the largest fan mails in, the
country to make him lose his head....

Which brings me to the girl
accordionist who never knew whether
lettuce was a vegetable or a
proposition..

* *
Following on Don Destafano's de-

parture from town, accordionist
JIMMIE ROBERTSON moves in to the
Queen's to play for evening sessions.

Jimmie, who is also playing in the pit
at the Coliseum for " Aladdin," finds
that his chief difficulty is getting away
from the last house at the theatre in
time to start at 7 p.m. at the Brasserie.

Can't think why he doesn't rub the
lamp and have a word with the genie
about it. ...

Look out for DUTCH AND HIS
ACCORDION SWINGERS, a new five -
piece combination consisting of four
accordionists and a drummer, that is

ALTO or TENOR -SAX and TRUMPET SOLOS

(With Piano Accompaniment..

BOUNCIN' THE BALL by Frankie Wilson
CURRY - - by K. Popple
RHYTHM WHEELS by Frankie Wilson
CONFIDENTIAL TOOTLE by Frankie Wilson

SPECIAL OFFER
THESE FOUR SOLOS COMPLETE

PRICE 2/3 POST FREE

BROWS ORCHESTRAL SERVICE,
47, GERRARD ST., LONDON, W.I.

ERIC

UT COMPA
WINS TONE'S PAGE

Gerry Wilmot introduces glamorous Frances Day to listeners
and a Services audience at the Hammersmith Palais de Danse.

rapidly making a name for itself in the
Forest Hill district.

With Sylvia Jewell handling the
vocals, this little group of players, with
an average age of only sixteen years.
has played six shelter concerts, seven
troop concerts, and three Service dances
in the space of the last few weeks, and,
judging from their growing reputation,
will be even more in demand in the
future. . .

Guest artist with Harry Leader and
his Band on a recent Empire broadcast,
I had the pleasure of renewing my
acquaintance with ace bassist ALF
LEAR, with whom I used to work way
back in the old Luxembourg days.

I always remember how* impressed
I was by the spectacle of a perspiring
Alf in shirt -sleeves giving out a terrific
four -in -the -bar at a mid -August re-
hearsal in a tiny band -room off
Denmark Street. It made me hot just
to watch him.

Incidentally, Alf is one of those for-
tunate people who are gifted with a
perfect sense of pitch. Play any note
you wish, and he will immediately name
it for you without the slightest
hesitation.

I caught him out on the studio piano,
however.

I played D sharp, and he told( me it
was E flat... .

*
Worried bandleaders in the Edin-

burgh district who are faced with a
shortage of reliable musicians will be

glad to hear that accordionist VIC
VALLELY, now a lance -corporal in the
Royal Engineers, is stationed in that
part of the world. and is still able to
take outside engagements, providing, of
course, that they do not interfere with
his military obligations.

Those of you who heard him on the
air in his pre -khaki days will need no
recommendations from me concerning
his fine musicianship, and I shall be
glad to pass on any inquiries for his
services if you send them to me at Long
Acre. . . . .

* *
Specialist in incognito. that elusive

maestro PHIL GREEN, whose Elling-
tonish arrangements and elegant
accordionising can be heard in the
"Rhythm On Reeds " broadcasts, is
also airing these days under the title of
Don Felipe and his Cuban Caballeros.

My earliest recollections of Phil date
back to the days when I was on the
staff of the now defunct Musical News,
and I allowed him to persuade me to
dine at a certain well-known Chinese
restaurant in Soho.

It was not a success. My own
inability with the art'of chopsticks con-
trasted so strongly with the fluent
manner in which he proceeded to wield
the implements in question, and the
business of. obtaining nourishment
became so complicated, that I entirely
forgot to ask those questions which
were originally the object of our
meeting.

Even at that time, however, he' was

CALLED -UP LEADER'S WIFE TAKES OVER

Glasgow Dance
AT the beginning of the present

season Ben Reynolds opened up
with his band at Dennistoun Palais, but
since then Ben has been called up for
other duties.

It should be mentioned, though, that
the band is still under his control, as
since he went away Mrs. Reynolds has
been acting as business manager.

Miff Hobson (trumpet) was acting as
leader until a few days ago, but has now
left, and his place as leader on the
stand has been taken by Bill Matthews
(trombone).

Still another successful one-nighter
was played by Teddy Joyce and his
Band at Barrowland the other night.

Glasgow is certainly becoming big -
band conscious (Teddy had a 17-piecer),
but it ought to be mentioned that, just
as at the Playhouse, the resident boys
are not rendered idle by the visitors,
but play as relief.

More shiftings-this time at the
Berkeley-Bobby Thomson coming in
on tenor sax,. to replace Alf Hopkins.

Alf is on important Government work
and finds that the calls of overtime don't
fit in with regular sessions.

The Berkeley has a real busy Sunday
night, and there have been many popu-
lar guest artists to augment the fare

Band News
served up by Charlie Stewart's Band
to the café patrons.

Filling in at the Playhouse with Louis
Freeman's Band, in the afternoons, is
Syd Beecham. once with Teddy Joyce,
Alec Freer and others.

Syd's services on trumpet would cer-
tainly be in demand'these days, but his
duties in the Special Police don't per-
mit too much gigging.

Charlie Hamill, saxist and well-known
figure in Glasgow's peace -time gig busi-
ness. has been in A.R.P. work since the
beginning, of the war, but still manages
to fill in an occasional off -night.

Charlie certainly won't be called- on
to contribute more than he is doing to
the present war effort, as he left quite
a sizeable part of himself in France
during the last fracas..

The visit of Joe Loss to the Play-
house not only pulled in the customers
at that hall, but it coincided with a
real hefty boom in local ballroom
business.
Halls which are normally on " short

time," such as the Berkeley, were able
to open for extended sessions over the
recent holiday period. and practically all
city 'ballrooms reported enormous busi-
ness. Gip, of course, just aren't . . .

recording and broadcasting under
many other names besides his own, and
during one month actually appeared in
the gramophone lists under fourteen
different aliases, including Joe Paradise
and his Music, The Ballyhooligans, and
The Beyborders.

These days. in addition to the two
programmes already mentioned, he airs
regularly with the B.B.C. Salon
Orchestra, the 'Boulevard Players, and
the Caravan Players, doing on an
average eight broadcasts per week.

Apparently an accordion, when
played by Phil under any other name,
still sounds as sweet, . . .

In Grimsby recently on an E.N.S.A.
tour, that grand accordionist BILLY
FLETCHER, discovering that lack of
finance was seriously handicapping the
musical activities of local troops,
decided to solve the problem for them
by putting on a show at the Tivoli
Theatre.

Warned in advance by the manager
regarding the hard-bitten qualities of
Grimsby audiences, Billy formed a band
from the available soldier musicians,
and after only one rehearsal put on a
show that had the gallery shouting for
more.

Good as the whole programme turned
out to be. unquestionably the high spot
of the evening was Billy's own accordion
solos.

Playing The Lost Chord, Light
Cavalry, Whispering, and the Second
Hungarian Rhapsody, he gave a per-
formance that added considerably to
his already fast-growing reputation.

After the show he was in the happy
position of being able to hand over £68
to the troops in question, and it will be
a long time before the lads forget his
visit to that quarter. . .

*  *
Denmark Street will seem empty

after to -day's departure of JIMMIE
LORDE, one of the nicest guys in the
song business.

On 'Monday next.' as James Lorde-
Heyworth, Wireless Operator and Air
Gunner, he joins the Royal Air Force,

leaving behind
him an empty
chair in the Pro-
fessional Depart-
ment of Lawrence
Wright's that will
be regretted by
everyone in the
business.

Starting many
years ago as
pianist in the
" Sparklets" Con-
cert Party on the
North Pier at
Blackpool, Jimmie
spent several
years acCompany-
ing artists down
by the sea in the
summer, and
making friends at

the London offices of the firm in the
winter.

Eventually his popularity earned him
the post of Professional Manager, and
there can be few acts in show business
who haVe not had cause to be grateful
to this very likeable young' man.

In the past he has had a_ major hand
in building up such hits as All The
King's Horses, Stormy Weather, The
Last Round Up, Song Of The Dawn,
and many others.

Saying au revoir yesterday, he asked
me to pass on his thanks to all his
friends in the profession for their co-
operation in the past.

Personally I shciuld say that, in many
cases, the profession should thank
him. . . .

Friends .of STEPHEN WILLIAMS,
and he has many, will be glad to know
that he has now recovered from the
injuries he sustained in his recent car
accident.

To -day (Friday) will find him back at
his old post at Drury Lane. and he will
attend the first E.N.S.A. broadcast from
their new studio.

I hope that, in the near future, I shall
be able to write the same about friend
Max Bacon. . . .

Be fore I forget-will the charming
young lady musician who told me in
a taxi last week that she was very
good on the fiddle, kindly note that
I heartily agree with her . and
please can. I have my wallet back?

Jimmy Lorde
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B.B.C. PRAISE . . .

WITH your radio critic continually
bent on deriding the B.B.C., I feel

that a few words in defence of that
worthy corporation would not be out of
place.

I should like to point out that in the
drastic cutting down of what he calls
" corny organ broadcasts," he apparently
does not realise that he would be depriv-
ing entertainment from a far greater
percentage of listeners than those that
are interested in. the Goodman Septet,
and surely it must have been a very
hard -to -please person who could not
find something to suit his mood or
taste at Christmas.

B.B.C. producers are doing a good job,
and if he is so convinced that the
general public are fed up with the
quality'of broadcast programmes, I sug-
gest he submit to them some of his
ideas for better ones instead of his
continual pannings.

After all, rhythm fans form a rela-
tively small proportion, and I think
many will agree that we don't get too
bad a deal.

GEOFFREY D. E. HOOD.
Anerley, S.E.20.

ARMY O.K.'s LOUIS . .

TIEING in an out-of-the-way spot in
-1-Pthe Army, my " M.M." comes along
from home a little late.

In all my experience of reading this
excellent musicians' paper, I was never
so disgusted or incited to write as when
reading a letter by a certain Mr. Gray,
of Bolton, who not only insults Louis
Armstrong but the intelligence of
readers.

If Mr. Gray is under 21, I apologise
for taking any such action in writing.

As man to man. may I point out that
Ziggy Elman, Bill Butterfield, Muggsy,
and may I include Harry James, good as
they are in interpreting the music we
love, are the first to bow to one whom
they acknowledge publicly to be their
master on the trumpet.

This is not mere tradition or hero
worship. Louis is playing as well to -day
as ever. He is still the King of all
trumpets, and commercial records to
the general public do not alter that one
hoot.

I say,. without fear of contradiction
from any sane mind, that an artiste
who plays so wholeheartedly in what-
ever he does is TOPS.

No, it is not Louis who is to be pitied.
J. K. BAYS (PTE.).

West Yorks Regt.

cuss in awed tones the work of such
" purists " as Mezzrow, Noone and
Bechet, and then dismiss the whole of
the output of the last five years in some,
oh so clever, phrase such as Mr. Parker's
" the wailings of Shaw and Co."

If one demurs, then one is told that
one's tastes are " commercial," that one
cannot appreciate real, unaffected jazz

Sheer nonsense! I, myself, derive
intense pleasure from the essentially
direct and intimately moving style of
such as Noone and Dodds --must I, then,
close my ears to the really swell discs
which are released these days?

Firstly. Panassie's statement " Noone is a
thousand times better clarinettist than Good-
man."

Admittedly Goodman cannot play such simple
and moving blues as Noone-he has admitted
so himself-but alternatively could Noone play
with such colossal drive as Goodman does in
the Venuti-Lang Farewell Blues; phrase with
such delicacy and subtlety of feeling as the
clarinet in the Trio's Someday Sweetheart, or
produce such a lift as does Benny in his two
choruses in King Porter Stomp?

Could Noone endure the fantastic over -
recording to which Goodman has been subject,
and still reveal the same inspiration and com-
parative lack of cliches as Benny has done?

The Panassie statement is a rather futile
attempt to discredit one who, with .the pos-
sible exception of Hodges, is the most con-
sistently tasteful of all jazz soloists.

Secondly, Mr. Parker's remarkably vague
phrase The wailings of Shaw and Co., the " and
Co " presumably referring to the swell music
which Basic, Herman, Crosby, Lunceford,
Spanier and Freeman give us.

To confine one's attention to Shaw alone,
do Conlin' On (a blues played very grippirigly
and with genuine feeling) and I Surrender,
Dear (a lovely piece of scoring and interpreta-
tion), quality as wailing, Mr. Parker?

By all means let us search for the true and
sincere in jazz, but let us not go to the ex-
treme of automatically condemning a great
jazz artist merely because he or she happens
to become a commercial success.

May I quote the words of one who has re-
corded more " uncommercial " music than any-
one else?

" Sure I'm commercial because I've got to
be. The support of the ordinary masses for the
music from me which they like, alone enables
me to cater for the minority of jazz cognoscenti
who certainly on their own couldn't enable me
to keep my big and expensive organisation
going.'

(Duke Ellington, THE MELODY MAKER, May,
1939.)

Y. L. BELLERBY.

B.B.C. PAN . . .

CHARLES
CHILTON'S atrocious

broadcast on the Five Pennies in the
B.B.C. Rhythm Club programme will, I
hope, call forth many protests besides
mine. It is only fair to say that this
Was a lapse from the series' usual stan-
dard, but it was no less excusable on
that account, and would not have been
permitted to be broadcast by an outside
critic..

A few years ago another recital on the same
subject was presented by (I think) B. M.
Lytton -Edwards, and the difference between
the two was a revelation. After the first, one
had heard about the Five Pennies; after the
second, one had heard about Charles Chilton.

Presumably his comments were impromptu-
which may partly account for their worthless-
ness and also for the fact that there was
mrdly a coherent sentence from start to
Thish.

Only four complete Nichols sides were
Hayed, the rest of the time being devoted to
1.1r. Chilton and to miscellaneous excerpts,
ncluding (for 'the umpteenth time) Bix's
.horns of Singing the Blues.

One priceless observation was that., Bix's
music was' Negroid, Trumbauer's band being
instanced in Support!

I should not have been greatly surprised to
have heard that Bessie Smith's Jazz was
white!

Mr. Chilton made no attempt to illustrate
the two distinct periods of the Pennies' style
and prosperity before they sank into com-
mercial oblivion, nor to estimate their musical
worth.He contented himself with saying that he
preferred Louis Armstrong and that Nichols'
kind of Jaz is no longer played.

I only hope he will not have the presumption
to allot the forthcoming Nichols programme
to himself, ' and conclude by offering my
sympathy to any listener who may have can-
celled previdus arrangements to hear this
incredible offering.

H. A. FIELDHOUSE.
Blackheath, S.E.3.

NOONE .

TWO statements in Mr. Parker's
otherWise excellent article on Jimmy

Noone seem to summarise a lamentable
tendency in contemporary jazz appre-
ciation.

Far too many people, these days. d'r-.

Stoke-on-Trent.

DON'TS . . .

IT was with deep interest and much
amusement that I read your

" Dance Band Don'ts No. 7," which
dealt with the misuse of the 'mike by
some dance bands.

The amusement being caused by my
recollections of my personal experiences
whilst in attendance at various local
dance halls, where in each case the
dance band was in possession of a mike.

To state that it was utilised only once
in every number would be a gross mis-
statement; I will venture to give some
idea of what happened on several
occasions.

Firstly, the whole band began busk-
ing, and then a few hurried words were
uttered; it was left for the dancers to
guess that it was a " Paul Jones " being
announced.

This was followed by the piano,
string bass, drums, saxes (two), and
clarinet playing the first chorus (after
the "walk round "), then the whole
thing became a " My turn next " affair,
with everyone having a go, playing
nothing else but distorted music, and,
believe it or not, this would be con-
tinued for twenty minutes, and some-
times nearly twenty-five, until both
dancers and musicians became
exhausted.

On several occasions a violinist
would play a chorus, whilst the other
members of the band (excluding the
pianist) clapped their hands for effects.
Wherever the idea came from was
indeed a mystery to me.

You expressed some true facts when
you made remarks regarding the
number of choruses played through the
mike by some bands, only I can truth-
fully say that in one " Jam Session " I
have heard almost fifty, with several
members of one particular band ex-
changing instruments - producing
disastrous effects, which I believe to
be the only true quotation of such a
ridiculous idea; and, to crown a won-
derful performance, a member of the
band would shout, "Come on, you
jitterbugs."

In closing, I will just say that if the
leaders of the local dance bands would
read your interesting and - educative
articles, the dancing public would
'ienett immensely.

G. PERKS.
Leamington Spa, Warwick.

14.:r v Sop!

BILLY : "Well, if he won't let you go past, you'll just have to Wait for a
corridor train. . . ."

DONT'S FOR DANCE BANDS
WE missed a beat last week-we

should have been dealing with
tempos. Let's do it now.

I said,,in the article before last, that
you should not submit to the tyranny
of the Tempo Tyrants. Nor, on the
other hand, should you forget that you
are playing for dancing-which brings
us to this week's DON'T.. . .

Don't play at speeds to which it is
impossible to dance.

It's all very well to make your tempos
fit your tunes, but you should always
remember that you have dancers to
consider (unless, of course, you are play-
ing for stage purposes, in which case
there are no limits.)

It is a weakness of some bands to play
some tunes so fast that it is impossible
to do anything more than just run
round the floor to them-the classic
Tiger is one of the worst offenders.

And if the ballroom floor is crowded
it's impossible to rush round the floor
and so nobody gets any fun-except the
band.

You can, too, get too slow. Such
tunes as Deep Purple and Night and
Day are sometimes so drawled out that
even a pair of exhibition dancers
couldn't do anything to them.

Remember, therefore, that although
you should not be tied down to hard
and fast tempos, you must always re-
member that your primary function as
a dance band is to provide music for
dancing, and as such you should not
exceed reasonable extremes of speed.
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TWO BANDS

AT EDINBURGH

NEW CAVENDISH
DANCING is enjoying a boom in

Edinburgh.
Excellent business is reported by all

managers, and it is symptomatic of the
healthy conditions prevailing that the
New Cavendish Ballroom, which was
formerly devoted to private bookings, is
now open nightly for public dancing.

The management of the hall is now
in the hands of Tim Wright, who is
well known all over Scotland as dance
band leader and broadcaster, and
although he is confining himself to
the executive side of affairs he has
seen to it that the musical side is
beyond reproach.
Two bands have been installed, led

respectively by Jim West (trumpet) and
Harry Cowan (sax), and the total
strength of the two outfits is made up
by the following members: Tom Wilson
and David Melville (piano), Alex. Mid-
dleton and Fred Neill (drums), Jim
West and Bill Alexander (trumpet),
Harry Dale (trombone), Harry Cowan,
Benny Henderson and John Dunn (sax)
and Doris Cruickshank and Betty Smith
(vocals).

RHYTHM CLUB NEWS
We regret to have to announce the death of

Mr. Brewis Lush, a former chairman of the
No. 87 (Hitchin) Rhythm Club.

He was knocked down by a lorry last week
and fatally' injured. Our sympathy with his
relatives and friends will be echoed by all
who recall his fine work for the Club.

No. 38. Mr. G. R. Vanden -Burg intends re-
starting the Walthamstow Rhythm Club,
provided sufficient support is forthcoming.
All who are interested, and especially instru-
mentalists, should write to him at 985, Forest.
Road, Walthamstow, E.17.

No. 41. " On Parade " was the title of the
lecture given by Les Thorpe and Murray
Collins at the Rhythm Club of Leeds last
Thursday. The 'Jam Session by the Club
Swingtette included Harry Jimick (ex -Jack
Jackson) and Billy Gerhardi (drummer), and
also Len Carrick (bass), Henry Haines
(guitar), Victor Conway and Eric Dickinson
(pianos), with Harry Steinberg and Stanley
Daniels relieving on drums. All interested
should communicate with M. Cohen, 95,
Gathorne Terrace, Leeds, 8, or attend at the
Mecca-Locarno any Thursday evening at 7.30.

No. 57: On December 23 the Newcastle and
District Rhythm Club met to hear T. Moroney
expound his ideas on clarinet playing. He
was followed by Mr. P. Dover on Boogie-
Woogie.

The Jam Session comprised J. Lawson
(guitar), Jack Lee (trumpet), and I. Mitchell
(piano). On December 30, Mr. H. Phillipson
played some of the " Duke's " discs, and Mr.
Widerer outlined his " Idea of Jazz." The
rest of the evening was taken up with recent
releases mentioned in the " M.M." Phill
.Dodds played records of Henry Allan, Bix and
Trumbaeur at the January 6 meeting, and on
January 13 it was decided that the Club's
future address would be 2, Ellison Place,
Newcastle.

No. 180. Last Sunday's meeting of the
Ilford Rhythm Club included a record recital
by Johnny Rouse entitled ' Young Man With
a Horn." which was followed by Het Haim
illustrating the work of Benny Carter on
'ecords. A new departure was the miscel-
'aneaus recital under the title of " Bring Your
Own Discs." On Saturday the Club Jam
Oroup waxed some records, which will be-
3layed. at next Sunday's meeting, in addition
o. a record recital, a Riddle -Rhythm Oompe-
ition, and a Jam Session.

No. 152. The January 19 meeting of the
High Wycombe Rhythm Club at the White

.fart Hotel found Bill Elliott guest artist with

a selection of Commodore and Blue Note discs
entitled " Twelve -Inch Jazz." A Jam 'Session
by the Club Quintet was followed by one
featuring Les Wilson (baritone), Ron Meachen
(clarinet and piano), Peter Natling (piano),
Maurice Goodearl (guitar), Bobbie Lord
(bass), Ron Clarke and B. Campling (drums),
and Billy Williams (piano and vocals).

No. 153. The first meeting of the Chelms-
ford Rhythm Club was held on January 12.
Record recitals were given by Keith Briggs on
the best discs of 1940, by Charles Gustavus
on Duke Ellington, and by Jimmy Tunstall on
famous tenor saxists. A short Jam Session
featured Dave Rumsey (piano) and Keith
Briggs (guitar). The next meeting will be at
the " Cricketers," Moulsham Street, on
January 26, ,and all instrumentalists are
invited to contact Charles Gustavus at 30,
Sunningdale Road, Chelmsford.

FAMOUS BOOKS
FOR

PLAYERS OF "HOTS"
LOU IS ARMSTRONG'S

5o Hot Choruses for Cornet - - 4/-
125 Jazz Breaks for Cornet - - 4/-

BENNY GOODMAN'S
- 125 Jazz Breaks for Saxophone and

Clarinet - - - - - - 4/ -
GLEN N MILLER'S

525 Jazz Breaks for Trombone - 4/-
MELROSE SONG AND DANCE

FOLIO of Sixteen Hot Nos. - 2/ -
HOT NOTES

Selection of World Famous Stomps 1 /-
BLUE NOTES

ceh.,-,:o., of World Famous Flues 1l-
MODERN PLECTRUM GUITAR
PLAYING

oe °irk Seelleir - - - Price 5J -

LEVY'S POPULAR CORNET
TUTOR - - - - Price 1/-
~"0404/40~/~410~141~
DAREWSKI MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.
L-10, NEW COMPTON STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

TEMple Bar 6428
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DICK CREAN TAKES OVER
AT BLACKPOOL TOWER

A S mentioned a couple of weeksAS
ago in the " M.M.," Blackpool's

Norman Newman has now taken up
his commission in the R.A.F.-he is
a Pilot-Officer-and his place in
front of the Tower Band has been
taken by ex -London Palladium con-
ductor, Richard Crean.

This was indeed a surprise choice. as
several names well known in the dance
band business were in the running for
the job, and most people know Richard
chiefly for his work in the variety
world.

140 DANCE STRANGER

He is not, however, exactly a
stranger to the dance business, as a
glance at his career will show.

Born in Ireland, he migrated to
Canada at an early age, returning to
this country in 1907. In 1914 he was
to be found at one of London's most
famous haunts-the 400 Club.

During the next ten years-when
jazz was beginning to make its
presence felt-Richard was busy play-
ing piano with all sorts of bands at all
sorts of places. mostly for dancing. -

When Paul Whiteman was playing in

Brighter London," he appeared after
the show at the Grafton Galleries,
where. Richard was pianist is the resi-
dent band, and he admits to having
learnt more than a l.ttle from the
" King of Ja77."

It was in 1925 that he first appeared
at the London Palladium under the
George Black regime, and he stayed
for two years and then spent a year
working for C. B. Cochran.

THREE YEARS' AIRING
He returned to the famous Argyle

Street theatre in 193.1 and stayed until
1936, when he moved over to the Vic-
toria Palace, afterwards forming his
own orchestra, which was on the air
regularly for three years.

Last summer-1940-he conducted
the pit orchestra for George Black's
summer show at the magnificent
Opera House, Blackpool, and owing to
the blitz in London remained in Black-
pool, where he now looks to be set at
least for the duration.

The Tower Band is domiciled for the
winter season in the Empress Ball-
room in the Winter Gardens, and,
naturally, during the past few months

there have been numerous changes in
the band owing to the call-up.

The full line-up of the band is now :
Dick Mayer and Leslie Shoreman
(pianos); Bill Breaknell (bass); Nor-
man Vickers (drums): Jack Meerloo,
Charlie Farrell, Billy Reid and Fred
Green (saxes, etc.); Hal Yates, Fred
Jeffries and Frank Robinson (trum-
pets); Jack Greaves and Jack Ti:ney
(trombones), and Miss Vi. Bailey
(vocaliste).

To many Northerners, at least,
Blackpool and anything connected
with it is the be-all and end-all, and
Richard Crean has an opportunity of
establishing himself as one of the
provinces' leading figures in the music
world.

Narlesden. Mr. James Curtis. of 48
Hazelden Road, Harlwden. N.W.10. intends
starting a record club of some twenty personi
genuinely interested in swing music, and asks
such persons to contact him at the above
address.

Hornchurch.-Mr. Harry Snell has acquired
premises for starting a Rhythm Club in Horn-
e/mm(1. and ,hopes to get under way on
Sunday next. All those interested should
write to him at Sumnierhill Lodge, Pips Hill,
Basildon, near Billericay, Essex.

January 25, 1941

SURFEIT OF
SERIES

(from page -I)
of which have, I assume, become de-
funct, if only by the effiuxion of time
since any records were issued in any of
them, they have started another one-
a "Jazz Classics Series."

It is to be inaugurated next month
with a recording which has not only
already been issued, but is still avail-
able, in the " Second New Rhythm -
Style " Series-Armstrong's Squeeze Me
-coupled with another old Armstrong
-S.O.E. Blues; as though there were
not enough of these early Armstrong
recordings available already.

PAIN IN THE NECK
This game of Series may be great

fun for the recording companies, but it
has long been nothing but a pain in
the neck to the jazz record enthusiasts.

I am not suggesting for one minute
that all Series should be stopped,
because the reasons for a reasonable
number of properly conducted ones of
reasonable sizes are, in spite of past
errors, as valid to -day as they were in
1929.

But please, gentlemen, can we not
have fewer Series, circumscribed by
something like reasonable limits; and
when you put a record in a Series,
may we in future rely on it being
really worthy of such a distinction?

MUSICIANS
wanted for

ROYAL MARINE BANDS
Musicians are required for Royal
Marine Bands for service afloat
during the period of hostilities. Age
limit 18 to 46 years. Qualifications
are as follows :-

(a) Good knowledge of music.
(b) Ability to play wood wind, brass,

or string instruments.
Preference will be given to double -
handed instrumentalists, i.e.

(1) A String Instrument and a Brass
Instrument.

(a) A String Instrument and a Wood
Wind Instrument.

Apply with musical credentials to yournearest
Combined Recruiting Centre, the address of
which can be obtained from any Ministry of
Labour Employment Exchange. Usual rates
of pay ; Good Food ; Marriage, Children's and
Dependent's Allowances where applicable.

WANTED ! !
NEW OR SECOND-HAND

HAMMOND
OR

COMPTO.N
ELECTRIC ORGAN

FULL PARTICULARS,
PRICE, ETC.,

TO

NAT BOOKBINDER,
CASINO BALLROOM,

WARRINGTON.
Also Wanted

SAXOPHONE & TRUMPET PLAYERS,
APPLY AT ONCE.

GORDON BEESON
Premiere Assembler of Henri Selmer, London.

Invites high-class work on any make
of instrument. Correspondence only,

127/30, GROSVENOR GARDENS HOUSE,
LONDON, S.W.1.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
CASH WAITING

for Drums. Drum Parts, Saxophones, Clarinets.

H.P. ACCOUNTS PAID UP
Send fullest details and valuation to

PREMIER DRUM CO., LTD.,
Dept. 8.Z., Golden Square, Piccadilly. W.I.

GERrard 2327.
WANTED, saxophone, alto or tenor; state

lowest price.-MAURICE TROOP, 277, Lyndon,
Road, Sheldon, Birmingham.

Classified Advertisements
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
WANTED SECONDHAND

Saxophones, piano -accordions, clarinets, trum-
pets, trombones, guitars, drums, etc, FOR
IMMEDIATE CASH. State fullest particulars
and lowest price, or send your instrument
direct. You'll definitely get more from ALEX.
BURNS, LTD., 85, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
LONDON. W.I.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
DON BOWLES

Oboe, L.P. Barret action, by Hawkes. £8 8s.
with case. Bargain.
288, HIGH STREET, CROYDON

" OPERADIO " amplifier, complete with mike
and loudspeaker, perfect, £10.-0'PRAY, 27,
Fairlawn Avenue, London, .W.4.

PREMIER concert vibraphone, 3 -octave,
F to F, white and chromium, with reversed
damper, as used by Lionel Hampton, Universal
electric motor, bargain, price £25.-DAY, 291,
Fullweli Park Avenue, Twickenham.

CARLTON console, £315; Mazy chrome
cymbal console hoops, 7,'6; torn -tom, 10/-;
consolette, 45/-; microphone equipment,
Webster moving -coil speaker, two mikes, Uni-
versal, fi watts, portable, £15; clarinet (Lewin),
covered hole, sax. fingering, £6; trumpet,
Selmer. B fiat, £5; baritone sax. (Hawkes),
£10.-115, Longwood Gardens, Ilford.

DRUMS
THREE drum kits available at £12/19/6,

£17,115, £18/1.0 man-Phone. wire or write
immediately to World's Leading Drum Manu-
facturers,

PREMIER DRUM CO., LTD.,
Dept. 111.114.10, Golden Square. Piccadilly, W.I.

GERrard 2327.
BUESCHER Elkhart gold lacquered alto

saxophone, £15; Sioma B -flat Boehm clarinet,
£8; Selmer " Armstrong Special " trumpet,
£9 1.7s. 6d. All low pitch, excellent condition,
with cases.-WAMELL. " White Hart," Tenby,
South Wales.

SUPER double bass. perfect tone, complete
with good cover and bow, £14.-LEN WOOD.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
SILVER flash drum kit, new, 28 x 15, B.D.,

14 x 6 S.D. and effects, £16.-LEN WOOD.
BEST quality snare and batter heads fitted

to your snare 'drum (no charge for lapping),
1216 and 151 -.-Same day service at LEN
WOOD'S. Gerrard 1386.

SINGLE tympani. perfect, £6.-LEN WOOD.
SET of bagpipes, perfect condition, £6.-LEN

WOOD.
BEUSCHER, baritone, gold lacquer, brown

pads, new condition, .shaped case, Selmer
stand, offers? Letters only.-R., 22, Pembridge
Road,- W.11.

GUITAR, "Stewart," 6 -string 'cello. perfect
condition, in case, £5/10.-7, Howard Road,
Walthamstow, E.17.

HOHNER, 120 -bass, £15; tunable tom-tom,
£3; single tymp., £4.-JOHNNY FROST,

6. Meard Street, London, W.I.

MUSICIANS WANTED
WANTED, pianist, either sex; £4 evenings;

easy job in reception area.-EDDIE HAYES,
"Rose and Crown " Hotel, Salisbury.

WANTED, young violinist (soloist) for café
orchestra, Reading.-R. YATES Orchestra, c/o
Wellsteeds, Ltd., Reading.

PIANIST wanted; must read and busk.-
Apply, PETERS, 9. Kingston Hill, Norbiton.

TENOR sax., doubling clar.; young or
exempt; immediately; Midlands Palais.-Box
2726, MELODY MAKER.

VIOLINIST. SAX.. TRUMPET, under 19, for
band just forming, Southall district. -Box 2725,
MELODY Maras.

PIANIST, doubling accordion, for gigs and
permanency; violinist and other instruments:
vocal an asset; write particulars briefly;
urgent; London.-ALEC ALEXANDER, 34,
Brighton Road. London, N.16.

DRUMMER doubling xylophone, vocalist an
advantage; Modern style essential.-Particulars
and terms to FROBLSHER, "Plaza," Dumfries.

W ANTED, commencing February 3rd, 'cellist,
pref. dbg. sax., for resident broadcasting
orchestra. Also violin -conductor; showman
with reputation preferred.-Write or 'phone,
LEONARDI, " Bobby's " Restaurant, Bourne-
mouth.

WANTED!
Immediately-names and addresses of all avail-
able musicians (ladies and gentlemen)-to assist
our bandleaders in filling vacancies. Lucrative
and long engagements.

Simply send a postcard asking for form "BD150"
to-

MECCA AGENCY, Ltd.,
' "HOUNDSWOOD," RADLETT,

HERTS. Radlett 6602.

TURN YOUR OLD INSTRUMENT
INTO CASH

Send it to -day to-

HESSYS
20, Manchester Street, Liverpool.

BESSON
"Famous for Brass"

WILL BUY FOR CASH
SAXOPHONES, TRUMPETS,
CLARINETS, STRING

DRUM SETS, ETC.
Write, or send instrument to-

SISSON, 'Dept. L.W.G.,
Frederick Close, Marble Arch,

Tel.: PAD. 7686.

!

BASSES,

W.2

SYDNEY HOOPER
8 YEARS GENERAL MANAGER OF

SELMERS
STILL AT THE MUSICIANS' SERVICE

INSTRUMEIVTS, ACCESSORIES,
TUTORS, ETC.

MOUTHPIECE RELAYING A
SPECIALITY

Pleased to contact old friends and customers..
Write to, -
10. NORTHUMBERLAND PLACE.

TEIGNMOUTH, S. DEVON.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT
SALESMAN

Particulars of experience and wages
required to:

HESSYS LTD.,
18-20, Manchester Street, Liverpool.

JAZZ PUBLICATIONS

TEDDY WILSON'S PIANO PATTERNS, 15 of
Teddy's original arrangements of famous
songs, 5/9 post free; 10 x 8 -in. real photo-
graphs of American Swing stars. 1/14 each,
5 for 4/9; stamp lists.-JAZZ PUBLICATIONS,
62, Cross Road, Bushey, Herts.

DANCE NOVELTIES

DANCE NOVELTIES
for brighter dances: stamp for price list.

LONDON WAREHOUSE CO.
23, Vicarage Gabe, W.8.
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Telephone enquiries should
be made to Temple Bar 2468
(extension 258). Small ad-
vertsements received by
telephone will be held
pending the receipt of cash.
Classified advertisements for
insertion in "The Melody
Maker " can be handed in
at the Trade Counter, Third
Floor, 92 Long Acre,

Leaden, W.C.2.

C lassMed Advertisements
All Small Advertisements must be prepaid and sent to arrive not later than first post Tuesday morning to
Advertisement Manager, "The Melody Maker," 92, Long Acre, London, W.C.2. TEMple Bar 2468

advertisenxents are accepted subject to the "copy" being approved by the Management. 2.-The Management reserves the right to refuse to insert any advertisement, even though
accepted and paid for, and to make alterations necessary to the maintenance of its standards. 3.-The Management does not undertake that the Advertisement will be inserted or that it will be
inserted on any specified date or dates. 4.-Cancellation or alterations of "copy" must be received at "The Melody Maker" offices not later than Tuesday mid -day for the issue of that week,

5.-All orders and contracts are accepted subject to cancellation by the Management without notice,

IT'S A SCARI'll BARGAIN IT'S GENUINE
THIS WEEK'S MUSIC OFFERS.

CLARINET, Modem Rhythm Choruses, arr.
Buster Bailey. 2/7

PIANO, "Skittles," Harry Engleman. 2/1.
ALTO SAX," Harlem Mood," Benny Carter. 1 /1.
TRUMPET, Modern Rhythm, Choruses arr. Bunny

Berigan. 2 /7.

PIANO ACCORDION, " Soberano," 31 treble, 24
bass, good condition. ST. 27

BANJO, 5 string, no case, but a wonderful bargain. TRUMPET, " Conn," New York Symphony model,
silver-plated, brand new, in case, at pre-war

PIANO ACCORDION, "Carlini," 41 treble, 12o bass, BANJO, 5 string, by Windsor, zither type, in price. 530.

octave coupler, perfect condition, in case. CIS. case. SS 5. lib CLARINET, high pitch, by Boosey, ebonite,
NANO ACCORDION,- " MaTengi," et treble, X20 GUITAR, "Milner," 6 -string 'cello model, black simple system, perfect condition, no case. ass.

bass, flush push -in octave coupler, blue finish, with white purling, good oondition,in case. SA i10 "A" CLARINET, low pitch, Simple system, good
in case. 820. condition, no case. 13 RI.ELECTRIC GUITAR, " Selmer " de luxe model, in

HONNER, " Sirena," button key acc., 87 treble, plush lined ease, amplifier and speaker in separate MICROPHONE EQUIPMENT, " Magnaphone,"
720 bass, octave coupler, splendid condition. S30. case, A.C. /D.C., new. CM A.C. D.C., late model, chrome plated mike and

GUITAR, Gibson Cromwell, new, in case (one TRUMPET, "Magna," very good condition, no stand, one loudspeaker, portable, all as new,
only.) Eli 11. case. S3,10. perfect reproduction. £20 complete.

EACH INSTRUMENT GUARANTEED IN PERFECT PLAYING CONDITION. PART EXCHANGE ARRANGED ON YOUR PRESENT INSTRUMENT.

THE NEW DRUM. BOOK.
150 PROGRESSIVE DRUM RHYTHMS.

RAY BAUDUC. 2/1 POST FREE.

G.SCARTH, LTD 55 CHARING CROSS ROAD, (Next to Leicester Square Tube Station)
Se LONDON, W.C.2. Ger. 7241 Open Daily (except Sundays) 9-5 p.m.

MARTIN ALTO SAXOPHONE, silver-plated,
S.P.G.B., full artist model, blown waterproof
pads, pearl keys and rollers, excellent condition,
complete in fitted case. S14 105.

UNIVERSAL ALTO SAXOPHONE, simple, system,
low pitch, nickel -plated, perfect condition, in
ease. 1,3 15s.

OLD'S TRUMPET, late model, finished in clear
lacquer, excellent condition, twin water keys,
complete in case. S14

BEAVON CLARINET, low pitch C, Albert system,
wood, patent C sharp. S2 St.

HIGHAN PICCOLO, Boehm system, high pitch,
closed G sharp, wood, fitted case. 12 105.

RUDALL CARTE FLUTE, low pitch, Ratcliffe
system, silver keys, wood, complete in fitted
case. £10

VERY FINE OLD ENGLISH VIOLIN, light varnish,
beautiful tone, two-piece back. £5

Write for our List. Any Instrument purchased
for Cash or taken in Part Exchange.

W. PUMFREY, LTD.
92 /4, STOCKWELL ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.9.
Tel. BRIxten

WANTED DANCE MUSICIANS
GOOD MONEY, PERMANENT JOB.

Write, giving age and lull particulars, to

MANAGER, LEAS CLIFF HALL,
FOLKESTONE.

PERSONAL
JOAN FILMER, get in touch with us

immediately.-Riverside 2994.
WILL DE-BARR'S Band.-New telephone

namber is Larkswood 2781. Note for reference.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED
DRUMS. GEORGE TIBBI1-17o now open for

gigs or perm; good kit, ears-Phone Houns-
low 2381.

DRUMMER ERNIE MASON.-Gigs or perm.
-221, Links Road, S.W.I7. Mitcham 4203.

ALTO, tenor sax, violin, vacant for gigs.-
INGRAM, 34, Winnington Road, Enfield.

TROMBONE, good -class worker; exempt
from military service; now available.-Box
2723, MELODY MAKER.

ALTO clarinet, first-class, available gigs.-
WOOD, Victoria 6729. Alter 6 pm.

SAX. TEAM (two); anywhere; car; library;
mike. -70. Baydons Road, Wimbledon.
Liberty 4913.

DRUMMER, modern style and swing, vacant
for gigs. -98, Drakefield Road, S.M7,17.

DRUMMER, dsecharged Army, seeks perm.
Console kit. -39, Bellew. Road, Northolt, Mid-
dlesex.

Band Bookers' Guide
Minimann price - 7 insertions Cl

Eddie
Roberts

ANY SIZE BAND, ANYWHERE IN
ENGLAND. Communications:

IS Hatton Gds., Eel Phone 1401. 5211 or Barnet 3214

MUSICAL SERVICES
PIANOFORTE accompaninrents arranged to

melodies and music orchestrated from 28., by
lady; lyrics set.-Box-419, MELODY MAKER.

CARRINGTON BRIGGS, composer, Leven,
Hull, Yorks.-Musical settings to lyrics.
Revisions, orchestrations.

PRINTING
DANCE POSTERS in all sizes; best quality,

keen prices.-Write for specimens, ARTHURS
PRESS, LTD., Woodchester, Stroud, Glos.

BANDS VACANT
DANCE BAND VACANT.

FIRST-CLASS combination, young, exempt
musicians available resident engagement;
offers summer season also invited.-Write, Box
2709, MELODY MAKER.

LONDON BAND from famous, club and palais,
musicians exempt, terminated engagement
owing to blitz, requires perm.; anywhere.-Bdx
2727, MELODY MAKER.

BANDS WANTED
4 -PIECE Band wanted (ladies not objected)

for public -house lounge; good wages; hours
from 8 p.m. to 10.31) p.m., Sunday 12 noon till
2 p.m.-Apply, PIED BULL, 1, Liverpool Road,
Islington, N.1. Ter. 3218.

RECORDS FOR SALE
SWING records, almost half-price, all bands,

1/9 brand new; send stamped envelope for
list, or call; records bought and exchanged.-
MORRIS'S, 89, Tottenham (middle) Court
Road. W.I. Museum 4910.

RECORDING
FOR over four years STAR SOUND

STUDIOS have been producing the finest
private recordings. London Studio 17, Caven-
dish Square (2 min. from B.B.C.). Broadcasts
still recorded at Kenton-Appointments booked
by telephone (Arnold 6222) or letter: STAR
SOUND STUDIOS, Kenton, Middlesex.

Imo+BEST PRICES®
DRUMS. NEVER .MIND THE CONDITION, SEND DETArLS, OR BETTER STILL SEND
FOR YOUR OLD SAXOPHONE. CLARINET, TRUMPET, TROMBONE. ACCORDION OR

THE INSTRUMENT. WE WILL PAY CARRIAGE AND CASH SENT SAME DAY.

LEW DAVIS OFFERS
Still the "BEST BARGAINS" in Musical Instruments. Send for complete lists. Every Instrument

in perfect playing condition and complete with case and accessories.
SAXOPHONES. ALTO. TROMBONES , C,oinitusa).

KING, *Pgb. I p, full artist's, overhaubsd ... CYR 0 MARTIN. 1 p spcb, perfect elides .. -  . MeV
PAN AMERICAN, 1 p, ,pgb, repadded, etc.... 222 .0 BUESCHER, 1646 mod., lac, terrific ere" ... - 528/0
MARTIN, I p, spat', overhauled. perfect, ... EN ,0 VINCENT BACH. I p. lac., like new .. ... 190/0
KING " ZEPHYR," I p, lac., ho Dew.. 512 MX Knits LIBERTY 2/1, 1 P, lac, crystal nickel elides  000 /0
MARTIN, i p, lac., nickel keys. no, 1945 model VIVO SUPER OLDS, urn. I p, lac., perfect slides - .. 142 /4:1

SAXOPHONES. TENOR, PIANO ACCORDIONS.
ICINGSWAY. 1 p, .pgb, brand .new .. ... L30/0 OHNE& " Student I," 8 bass, as new .... ... 1514
SELMER "Balanced Action." appb, new ... 245/6 NELLA. 24 base. 25 p.k., soiled only .. ...17,5

TRUMPETS. PIETRO, 48 base, 34 p.k., good condition .

BROADWAY, h & I. spgh, perfect .. ... ,.45,13 SCANDALLI "'Three," pft., 120 Maw, 41 plc.., coupler '720/0
PREMIER "Marisa," spgb, perfect ooddttion 46 r6 ROHNER ' 1055; 120 bass, 3 voice, showroom soiled
MANHATTAN, lac., h & I pitch, new. Mt
DEARMAN 'Master Model,' spgb, b 04. 1, perfect

f8 '0 white finieh . _ _ ..
ES /10 SANTIANELLI, 120 bass, 4 voices. treble ;ad base

ROLLS DIPLOMAT, lac., ha 1, resent mod... £9,10 ,,,,,oms, almost new, curved keyboard:. storm.. MABENSON ' Intcrnattorial, I p, hi:., pert. reed. .. gig /0 peed hunk,.- ..
NEW YORKER ' gpecild,' copper a locket, I p, new 518 ,'7S SPECIAL OFFERS.
BLESSING, American .sample, 1 p, lac-, only model LITEWEIGHT DRUM CONSOLE, mare drum

available .. .. .. .. ... 222;10 attachment, cymbal arm, in case .. .. - 14710
CONN, I p, lac., just as new .. '.. ,. .. 1130 BUFFET, Bb, high pitch, simple system clarinet .. 35 /0
KING, silverbell trumpet cornet, alt. new - .. 429 /0 CHAPPEL, B 5, high pitch, simple system clarinet .. 15/5
OLDS, 1p, lac., only 6 months use, snip ... ... 230 ;0 SCISSOR. 116. low pitch, Albert system clarinet .. 26/0

TROMBONES. PREMIER "Swingster Console,"' all chrome,like new
FRENCH MODEL, brace, I p, perfect.. .. .. 35 /10 MINI KING "Deepeleven" snare drum, tasting
HAWSES, Clara A. brass, like new .. .. .. E,15 heads, black, as new.. .. ... 1810. ..
L.D. Standard, h A I, gold lac., like new ,... 17,95 PREMIER DOMINION Snare Drum, "Ain," Ivory
L.D. Special, 1 p, gold lac., Perfect .  SS /3 t'"1"h a. see..  ' ' ' '

"PICCADILLY," I p, nigh, perfect. 412 /10 EPIPHONE "Olympic" Guitar, new naslease soled E15/12
DEARMAN, U.S.A. mod.,1paold lac., snip_ .. Z14 /0 EPIPHONE "Zenith" Guitar, Prequeoeutor tailpiece
LEW DAVIS 'De Luxe Autograph,' b & 1, copper .. 8161 new .- .- .. .. ...

SHOWROOM OPEN SAtURDAY MORNINGS
317 /10

EVERY INSTRUMENT GUARANTEED BY " LEW DAVIS "

.01

DEPOSIT WILL SECURE YOUR INSTRUMENT
Hire purchase terms available. Part Exchanges.

The KING Instrument Co. Ltd., 134, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2. Phones. Tem 65E2

LIBRARY WANTED
DANCE, up to date; S.0.-GRAY, 47,

Lampton Road. Hounslow 4888.

LIBRARY FOR SALE
" HOTS " and Modern Commercials," also

Conn B -fiat trumpet.-'Phone LAR 3761 (not
afternoons).

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
DON BOWLES pays cash by return for

secondhand instruments, especially drums. -
288, High Street, Croydon. (Cro. 5224.)

WANTED, saxophones and Clarinets, low
pitch only. State price required.-BRON'S
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE, 47. Gerrard Street,
London. W.I.

A Merit A linatt
AND HIS BAND 6 Piece-.

All Coma to 70 HAYDONS RD , WIMBLEDON, S.W.19
Telephone. illBerty 4 913

Go Anywhere 
Own Transport 
Own Microphone 

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
W ANTED, cheap drum set for R.A.F.-Box

2717, MELODY MAKER.

SAXOPHONES, Clarinets, Accordions, etc.,
purchased for CASH; cheque by return.-W.
PUMFREY, LTD., 92-94, Stockwell Road,
S.W.9. 'PHONE: BRlxton 2605.

SPOT CASH for saxophones, clarinets,
trumpets', piano accordions,, and all musioal
instruments. Consult us first, We idefierstely
pay more.-HARTS, 21, High Street, Aylesbury,
Bucks.

WANTED, alto saxophone. - ALBERT
ALLNATT, 70, Hoydens Road, Wimbledon.
'Phone: LIBerty 4913.

DRUM AND DRUM SETS
PART exchanges, cash waiting, bring or

send; we pay carriage.-LEN WOOD, 12,
Richmond Buildings, off Dean Street, W.1.
Gerrard 1386.

MUSICAL instruments wanted for club
band:-Saxophone, pi ano-aceordion, -clarinet,
trumpet, guitar and *rums. State lowest price
for each. No dealers.-If you have any of the
above instruments write to 66, Walton Street,

Oxnard.
WANTED, piano ammo:bons and B flat

trumpets. State price required.-BRON15
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE, 47, Gerrard Street,
London, W.I.

WANTED for
CASH

SAXOPHONES
TRUMPETS

DRUM SETS
STRING BASSES

PIANO ACCORDIONS

Full details to-

BOOSEY & HAWKES
LTD.

8 DENMAN STREET,
PICCADILLY CIRCUS, W.1

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT WHILST

STOCKS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
BUESCHER SILVER-PLATED ALTO SAXO-

PHONE, reconditioned, pearl tips. automatic
octave key, 4 rollers, ebonite mouthpiece, in
velvet -lined ease, cannot be replaced mete sold
easy blowing and good tone. Only 129 10s.

SOPRANI CHROMATIC ACCORDION, 80 bass, 49
treble, best quality steel reeds, exceptional fine
tone, good condition. To -day's value I:25, our
price £12 10s.

COMM PAOLO SOPRANI PIANO ACCORDION
grey nacrolaque casing, de luxe model, 2 couplers
11 push coupler) in treble and 1 in bass, 5 sets
of steel reeds in bass, new demonstration model.
powerful tone, only £32 10s.

BUESCHER GOLD LACQUERED Bit SOPRANO
SAXOPHONE, excellent condition and tone,. to-
day's value £40, our price £15.

SELMER BOEHM SILVER-PLATED Be CLARI-
NET, first-class playing order. unobtainable
now, worth £25. Advertising bargain, £12 10s.

COMM SILVER-PLATED ALTO SAXOPHONE
OUTFIT, formerly property of prolessimial
player, perfect condition, outstandieg oiler.
only £21.

RIDGMOUNT AMPLIFIER, 5 valve, suitable
A.C.D.C.. 12 watts output, complete with mils' e
and stand, in perfect condition. To -day's
value £40, special value, £21,

NEW EPIPHONE GUITAR, Olympic model.
grand concert size body, easy action, brown oil
varnish body. ivorine bound, good quality
machine heads, excellent powerful tone, com-
plete in case, only £14 14s.

YORK SILVER-PLATED Bb TRUMPET OUT-
FIT, pearl linger -tips, new, showroom soiled.
sample model. Worth £25. advertising offer.
£12 12s.

Korean Temple Blocks, glitter gold finish. set or 4,
£2 5s.

Side Drum Vellums, 17 in.. 7 /6 each.
Bass Drum Vellums. 32 in., 10 /6 each.
All White Calf Side Drum Vellum, 17 in., 1016 each,
All Metal Saxophone Mouthpiece, complete with

ligature and reed cover. Alto. 35 /-; tenor, 45 /-.
Guitar Strings, set of 6, 4 /6.
Guitar Fitting, to convert to Hawaiian. playing

steel, picks and nut, 4 16 complete outfit.
Highest allowance for y011g own instruments,
Instruments sent 3 days' trial against cash.
Send today, tomorrow may be too late. For refs,
Advertisement Manager, MELODY MAKER.
All the latest orchestrations stocked. Hoge
selection Solos and Tutors. for Clarinet. Photo
Aceordeon, Saxophone. Guitar. Trumpet s, Onus*.

For satisfaction,

H ESSYS
18-20, Manchester Street, Liverpenl.

Bank 5491.

SAXOPHONE BARGAIN - This Week's Special
Martin "Handcraft Imperial" B Flat Tenor Saxophone,
S.P.G.B., low pitch, frosted finish, artist's model, extra top
F, condition as new. Complete in case £22.10.0
ertin's Orchestral Service, 47 Gerrard St., London, W..I



FREE DEPOSIT SYSTEM
FOR CASH PURPOSES ONLY

We will hold cash so that goods can be forwarded by
advertisers. If, five days after receipt of goods, purchaser
fails to notify us we will remit cash held to advertiser or
return cash to reader directly we are informed by vendor
that goods have been safely returned carriage paid.

NO FEE WILL BE CHARGED
Postal Orders and Cheques to be made payable to the
"MELODY MAKER." 93 LONG ACRE. LONDON. W.C.2
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REVISED PRICES: 3102, 4(31, 6/82.
Obtainable from " The Melody Maker."
93, Long Acre, London, W.C.2 (Postage 3d.),
or from STATIONERS, DEALERS, Etc.

JERRY
DAWSON'S
NORTHERN
GOSSIP
IN Blackpool last week I bumped

into ex -Chappell provincial
plugger Russell Kibble. Russ is now
serving in the Royal Artillery and
thus the mystery of his disappear-
ance is solved.

He answered his call without any
" song and dance," and is now quite
used to polishing boots and buttons.

With his charm of manner and un-
aggressiveness in approaching band-
leaders and artists, Russ was a most
popular figure in the music world, and
his assistance to Dick Royle in making
Chappell tunes number one hits will be
missed by the company.

I hope he will make number one
hits" on the enemy. . .

Also in Blackpool I dropped across
F.D.H.'s Bert Symes, who is carrying
his own firm's catalogue and that of
Sun Music.

Bert did his bit in the last war, and is
hard at it these days helping keep the
business alive in the face of fierce oppo-
sition from bombs and black -out.

Incidentally, Bert tells me that young
Leslie Abbott, son of his chief John
Abbott, is now a member of the R.A.F.

Writing from Southport, trumpet
player Haydn Powell tells me of the
band which he has formed recently
specifically for Sunday concerts.

Composed entirely of professional
ainsicians, and containing- a number of
well-known names in the business, the
band is one in which Haydn has great
faith and hopes to do some big things
with it.

With himself conducting, the full
line-up of his band Is : -Geo. Robinson,
J, Esplin. Eddie Cromer and G. Cole-
man (saxes. etc.); Harry Sagar, J.
Rocket and T. Merry (trumpets); Ted
Stannard (trombone); Teddy Marks
(piano); Cyril Antley ( drums); Ted
Andrews (bass) and Erik Gaskell
(guitar). The vocaliste is Miss Wynne
Hesketh.

Last Sunday the band made its initial
appearance in the Manchester district
at the Salford Hippodrome.

Heard last week from drummer Bob
Shaw, still on tour with the Eric Masch-
witz show " New Faces."

Bob tells me that he is due to report
next week -end to the R.A.F. for attesta-
tion, so it looks as though it won't be
long before he, too, will be lost to the
business for the duration.

He tells me that " New Faces " is
returning to London in a few weeks
when an entirely new edition will be
presented at the Apollo Theatre.

* *
For the last couple of years Press and

Publicity Manager at the Manchester
Hippodrome, Buckland Smith has
recently been appointed assistant to
General Manager Jas. Early, and his
many friends in the business will join
in' congratulating him on his appoint-
ment.

Henceforth " Bucky " will combine
the two jobs and thus will not be lost to
publicity, which has always been his
first love.

Prior to joining the staff at the Hippo-
drome, he had his own office in Man-
chester, and was responsible for the
publicity for Sydney Kyte's first success-
ful tour of the country.

* *
He also handled this important side

of the business for the Royal Kiltie
Juniors, which for a long time was this
country's number one juvenile band.

A go-ahead personality, he has been
particularly useful to the many bands
and artists appearixg at the Hippo-
drome of recent years.

Blackburn's solo -bassist Billy
Kelly is up to his tricks again.
Always ready to assist any 4"."
deserving cause, he and a crowd of his
friends have set themselves the task of
raising £250 for a local war charity.

Their first two efforts held recently
have given them a good send-off, and
they hope to reach the desired amount
in record time.

One of Billy's chief helpers is pianist -
accordionist Billy Perkins. father of
Walter and Billy Perkins, well-known
saxophone and trumpet players, respec-
tively.

Incidentally, Bill junior has recently
become the father of a fine baby boy,
and grandfather Bill tells me that his
lung power shows every indication of
still another trumpet player in the
family.

*
Al Bowlly and Jimmy Mesene were

back in Manchester again on Sunday
last to play a concert before going on
to Rochdale for the week at the Theatre
Royal.

These two boys will have their first
" airing " together on February 10.
when they will be heard in the " Ack-
Ack, Beer -Beer " programme.

A couple of weeks ago, with hardly
any warning, the magnificent Sale
Lido-near Manchester-was taken
over by the authorities along with the
Stamford Hall, at Altrincham, home
of many classy private dances. Thus
two of Cheshire's best known spots
are lost to dancers for the duration.
There was no resident band at

Altrincham, but at Sale this move has
put Percy Pease and his Band tem-
porarily out of a job.

I say " temporarily," because in these
times Percy should not have much diffi-
culty in fixing up, and, as a matter of
fact, he is at the time of writing already
negotiating for a new berth.

Back again in the North, Maurice
Winnick and. His Orchestra, with the
" Dorchester Follies floor show, is play-
ing this current week at the Empire
Theatre, Leeds.

As mentioned before in these columns,
this is a very good show indeed, and is
still doing big business in spite of
adverse conditions.

Compere -comedian Harold Berens --
discovered, if you remember, by the
MELODY MAKER-makes a great personal
hit in the show, and fully justifies all
the good things said about him in his
early days.

Also in the North these days is the
Henry Hall stage show. Henry is play-
ing a series of Odeon dates at present,
and is thus able to give his admirers in
the smaller provincial towns a chance
of seeing their favourite in the flesh."

Incidentally for these dates, instead
of the usual two houses per night. Henry
is playing one two-hour show only, and
once per week presents his popular

Guest Night," which is, of course,
broadcast.

This week he is at Warrington, and
ri:Ixt week moves to Burnley and then
an to Hanley, playing Sunday concerts
:n route.

THE ROYAL ARMY ORDNANCE
CORPS DANCE BAND
Somewhere in the Midlands this R.A.O.C.
Dance Band is doing grand work, and here is a
clever caricature of the boys in action. It was
drawn by Private C. Hards, C.H.A.
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SAXOPHONE SAXOPHONE . SA Ho ?Non E SAXOPHONL PTE JACK OVERSTOCK

(LOUIS LEVY) @IBC TELE v ISON)(..S.DNEY UPTON )(7acK BOLTON)
. _. __. ___

L---- PI A NO

PTE LEE STNEET
(rwwwocs v.,...nctc) 1,,

CONDUCTOR& BANC 4 (JACK HYLTON)
(JACK JACKSON)

Pre ERIC NBARtNG.TON : or oLolSIONey PRASE Y)
PTE ERIC ROBINSON VIOLIN ( TACK HARRIS)(INC TELEVISION)

PT! TOMMY KEITIC,, TRUMPET or
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Here is a further appeal for musi-
cians.

Nat Bookbinder is still in need of
saxophone and trumpet players for
the Casino Ballroom at Warrington.
Pay is good and the work easy.

Would anyone interested please con-
tact Nat at the earliest opportunity?

On the same subject-I am still
getting repeated enquiries for all
manner of instrumentalists, and would
be glad if anyone who is free to take a
pro. job would write me at 2-4, Oxford
Road, Manchester, 1.

ROCHDALE TO BOLTON
vOLLOWING the departure of

Bolton Palais drummer Reg Skirrow
for military service, eighteen -year -old
Billy Mills has moved across from
Freddy Platt's Carlton Band, Rochdale,
to Johnny Healey's outfit at Bolton.

Billy, whose stylish efforts have been
much admired at Rochdale, will there-
fore now come under the watchful eye
of noted saxist-brother Ernie Mills,
who has been with Johnny Healey for
some time past.

CSC SUBSCRIBERS SCORE AGAIN!
WHY DON'T YOU ENROL TO -DAY AND GET
THESE HITS IN YOUR FIRST PARCEL ! ! !

ALREADY THE BEST SELLER! BING CROSBY'S

NLY FOREVER
BACKED WITH

AIN'T IT A SHAME ABOUT MAME (Fos:- TRGo )
BOTH FROM PARAMOUNT'S LATEST FILM "RHYTHM ON THE RIVER"

EtrRY DAY IS ONE DAY NEARER
13=D CAN'T GET INDIANA OFF MY MIND

I'LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN
BACKED TINY OLD TOWN
AND ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING (This applies to S.O. and F.O. Subs. only)

HONEYSUCKLE ROSE SWEET SUE DREAM LOVER (Waltz)I AIN'T GOT NOBODY GEORGIA TIME ON MY HANDS

24
H

161-

GET THESE NEW TERRIFIC

SID PHILLIPS' ORCHESTRATIONS

THE MILL STREAM

A DEPUTY FOR THE SULTAN

EASY COME EASY GO

GETTIN' AROUND

3/3 each, post free.

I encl.,se £
Combination required

SMALL ORCHESTRA .. 161- for 24 Numbers
FULL ORCHESTRA 211- .TRIO.. . 1016
PIANO CONDUCTOR , . 61 -
EXTRA , 31 -
PIANO SOLO . NM,.
NAME

ADDRESS

M.M. 25/04r

The
House o

Hits!
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